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T The dissertation uses the facet model technique to

compute the optic flow field directly from a time sequence

of image frames. Two techniques, an iterative and a non-

iterative one,. determine 3D motion parameters and surface
structure ( relative depth ) from the computed optic flow

field. Finally we discuss a technique for the image

segmentation based on the multi—object motion using both

optic flow and its time derivative.

The facet model technique computes optic flow locally by

solving over—constrained linear equations obtained from a

fit over 3D (row, column, and time) neighborhoods in an

image sequence. The iterative technique computes motion

parameters and surface structure using each to update the

other. This technique essentially uses the least square

error method on the relationship between optic flow field

and rigid body motion. The non—iterative technique computes

motion parameters by solving a linear system derived from

the relationship between optic flow field and rigid body

motion and then computes the relative depth of each pixel

using the motion parameters computed. The technique also

estimates errors of both the computed motion parameters and

the relative depth when the optic flow is perturbed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

When·a scene containing objects in motion is imaged on a

camera, a time-varying image or image time sequence is

produced. From the image time sequence optic flow can be

extracted. The optic flow can be used for the motion and

· surface structure determination of each object. Having

velocity information for camera movement or for each moving

object in such a scene is useful in areas such as robotic

vision, navigation systems, and target tracking systems

because an object trajectory in the scene may be calculated

and prcdicted from the image time sequence. It can also be

integrated with a complex vision system which uses various

kinds of information from textural analysis, shape from

shading, stereopsis, and so on.

Motion vision analysis is difficult due, in part, to a

technical problem of dealing with massive amounts of data

and the traditional problem of motion interpretation from a

correspondence process of static scenes. This

interpretation is different from that indicated by

biological studies [GIBSON(1950bc), CORNSWEET(1970)„

KOLERS(1972)] on the eyes of various kinds of animals. From

the studies, it is clear

l
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that in biological system there are many visual processing

operations whose primitives are points in motion.

An object in motion causes change in the observed optic

array. The change in the optic array is called the optic

flow field [GIBSON(l950ab)]. The field is the basic visual

input for a domain-independent, motion-understanding system

[BALLARD and BROWN(l982)]. The extraction of optic flow

from a changing image is a low-level operation whose

computational mechanisms need to be developed. Determining

an object's motion parameters and spatial structure from

optic flow is called an inverse problem.

In this dissertation, we describe a two-step technique

for extracting 3D motion and structure information about a

single object from a uniform time sequence of image frames

taken from a dynamic perspective projection. We assume that

all the objects in the scene are rigid and consider relative

velocities of the objects with respect to the camera even if

the camera is in motion.

In the first step of the technique, we use the facet

model of a time-varying image [HARALICK and LEE(l983)] to

compute the optic flow velocity image, i.e., the positional-

velocity field of picture elements, by solving the over-

constrained linear system on the velocity of pixels. In the

second step, we show two techniques to recover motion

parameters and relative depth from the optic flow image. One
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determines motion parameters iteratively by updating

relative depth using the parameters determined. We apply the

above facet model technique to an image time sequence of a

real street scene containing a turning °taxicab to obtain

optic flows and apply this iterative technique to the optic

flows obtained to estimate quantitatively the 3D·ve1ocity of

the taxicab. _In comparision, DRESCHLER and NAGEL(1982)

approximate this taxicab by a polyhedra from a sequence of

corresponding corner points in the same image sequence.

The other technique in the second step establishes a

linear system from the relationship between optic flow and

rigid body motion.V Solving the linear system, we determine

the motion parameters and relative depth. We estimate the

error bounds of motion parameters and relative depth for
’ optic flow images under small noise perturbations.

This dissertation also describes a technique for

segmenting image frames based on the 3Ü_ motion when the

image contains multiple moving objects. Although

POTTER(1975) uses the cross-template for the segmentation of

images containing objects in two-dimensional motion, the
_

Hough transform technique [HOUGH(l962), DUDA and HART(l972)]

can be used for the image frame segmentation when a motion

constraining transformation can be derived [ADIV(l983).

LEE(l984)]. Segmentation of an optic flow field using the

relationship between the rigid body motion and the optic
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flow requires high-dimensional parameter space [LEE(l984)].

Assuming the time derivative of the optic flow is

observable, we can segment the optic flow field in a reduced

dimensional parameter space.

Furthermore, we can derive a second order polynomial

equation involving three rotational components only from

each optic flow and its time derivative and thus we can

determine general 3D motion parameters of an object from the

object's two optic flow points and their time derivatives.

The general 3D motion parameters can also be determined from

a nonlinear system of eight equations constructed from the

object's two optic flows and their time derivatives. In

comparison, the method by PRAZDNY(198l) requires 5 optic

flow image points, the method by TSAI and HUANG
—

[TSAI(1981,82,84)]· requires 4 point correspondence for

planar patch motion and 8 point correspondence for curved

surface motion, and the method by NAGEL(l98lbc) and NAGEL

and NEUMAN(1981) requires 5 point correspondence. When the

object only rotates or translates, we can determine the

object's motion parameters in a closed form from a single

point of optic flow and its time derivative. However, the

method by YEN and HUANG(l983) requires 2 point

correspondences over 2 frames and l point correspondence

over 3 frames for pure rotational motion.

In the following chapter, we review the related
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literature, and in chapter 3, we describe the computation of

optic flow image from the facet model of image sequence. In

chapter 4, we describe an iterative technique for recovering

motion parameters and relative depth from the optic flow

image. In chapter 5, we establish the linear system from

the relationship between optic flow and rigid body motion

and we also estimate motion parameters and relative depth

with their error bounds when the optic flow image undergoes

a small perturbation. In chapter 6, we introduce a

technique determining motion and segmenting image frame from

optic flow and its time derivative. We draw conclusions in

chapter 7.



Chapter II

RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW

When objects in the environment are illuminated, light is

reflected from surfaces of the objects. The reflected light

forms a densely structured optic array at a point of

observation. The optic array may be thought of as a bundle

of narrow cones of light with their apices at the point of

observation and their bases at distinct surface elements.

Each surface element may produce a distinct light cone from

a different intensity and spectral composition of the light —

at each surface element [LEE(l980)].

For moving objects or the observation point in motion, a

light cone from a surface element moves with some velocity

causing change of the optic array continuously over time,

giving rise to an optic flow field. Formally, the optic

field is a field of 2D velocities projected on the image

plane of the projected 3D velocities of surface elements.

For convenience and realism, the optic flow field is

described in terms of and extracted from the changing

pattern of light incident on an image plane that intercepts

the time-varying optic array.

6
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Motion has been conceptualized classically as an

inference from analyzing each static 2D brightness intensity

pattern of image time sequence [HELMHOLTZ(1925)]. However,

motion and structure can be perceived directly from the

optic flow field as one psychological theory

indicates [GIBSON(1950abc)]. In that theory, motion and

change are basic for a vision system while a static

intensity pattern is a rare thing.

In the following, we discuss techniques computing optic

flow in section 2.1 and techniques recovering 3D motions and

depth from optic flow in section 2.2. In section 2.3 we

consider techniques determining corresponding points and in

section 2.4 we show techniques determining 3D motion and

depth from corresponding points.

2.1 Computing Optic Flow

To compute the optic flow field directly from a time

sequence of image frames, numerous techniques have been

proposed. A technique can be assigned to one of two

categories depending upon the requirement of a matching

scheme. The so called 'non-matching' approaches, which do

not require the correspondcnce process, determine two

components of a flow vector based on the temporal and

spatial brightness variation of the image and motion model.
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When a surface models an image brightness, the brightness

variation at an image point can be represented by the

surface gradient at the point. Thus, the 'non—matching'

approaches are sometimes called gradient based

techniques [ULLMAN(l98l)].

In their experimental studies of moving television

images, LIMBA and MURPHY(1975) use frame brightness

difference for the temporal brightness variation and

consecutive row pixel brightness difference for the spatial

brightness variation in estimating the horizontal component

of a flow vector. These brightness differences deserve

consideration in a mathematical model of image and motion

for the optic flow computation [CAFFORIO and ROCCA(1976,79),

FENNEMA and THOMPSON(1979), THOMPSON and BARNARD(l98l), HORN

and SCHUNK(l98l)]. '

A time-varying image can be represented mathematically by

I(x,z,t) where x and z are the image plane coordinates and t

is the time coordniate. Suppose that the image is displaced

a distance öx in the x-direction and a distance öz in

the z—direction in a time öt. Then the intensity at image

point (x+öx,z+öz) at time t+öt can be represented

using the Taylor series expansion as

BI BI BI
I(x+öx,z+öz,t+öt) = I(x,z,t) + öx-— + öz—- + öt--

Bx Bz Bt
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8:2 621 6262 621 622 621 626: 621
+ --- --5 + ---- ---- + --- --- + ---- -—--

2 8x 2 8:82 2 822 2 828t
6:2 621 6:62 621+ '“* "E + ‘‘'“ "'*°°° (2.1)

2 8t 2 8t8x

where the partial derivatives are computed at the image

point (x,z) at the time t either from a differentiable image

model or using a finite difference method.

For the optic flow computation, some techniques consider

only the linear and constant terms in (2.1) while others

consider the second or higher terms as well. In the

following two subsections, we will first discuss techniques

using the linear and constant terms in (2.1) and then

techniques requiring higher terms.

2.1.1 Linear Model of Image and Motion

Neglecting the second and higher order terms as the error

measurement in (2.1), we have

8I 8I 8I
I(x+öx,z+öz,t+öt) = I(x,z,t) + öx-- + 82-- + öt-- (2.2)

8x 82 8t

Assuming that the brightness remains the same after the

motion, we can set I(x+öx,z+8z,t+öt)=I(x,2,t). Thus,

we have
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öx BI öz öl 6I
*' " + " '* + “* = 0 (2.3)
öt öx öt öz ät

Setting öt+0, we have a linear relationship between the

two optic flow components u and v as

öI BI BI
u-- + v-- + —— = 0 (2.4)

dx 6z_ öt

öx öz
where u = lim —- and v = lim ——.

öt>0 öt 8t+O öt

This relationship is called the motion constraint or the

optic flow equation [FENNEMA and THOMPSON(l979). THOMPSON

and BARNARD(1981), HORN and SCHUNK(l98l)].

Using the optic flow equation and assuming optic flow

constancy over a moving image area, a flow vector can be

computed [FENNEMA and THOMPSON(1979). THOMPSON and

BARNARD(1981). HORN and SCHUNK(l98l)]. CAFFORIO and

ROCCA(l976) take the statistical analysis on the optic flow

equation and estimate motion of multiple objects using a

clustering scheme. CAFFORIO and R0ccA<1979> investigate the

noise effect on the optic flow equation and consider a

hardware implementation of motion estimation. FENNEMA and

THOMPSON(l979) represent the optic flow equation in a polar

coordinate system and determine the representative flow

vector in a clustering scheme. THOMPSON and BARNARD(1981)

derive a number of optic flow equations from the moving
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image area and determine the flow vector by solving the

equations using the pseudo inverse method. They compare the

pseudo inverse method to the clustering method. Further
‘

discussion about these two methods is in [DUBOIS et

al.(198l). NAGEL(198la)]. DAVIS et al.(l983) use local

optic flow component constancy which follows from the local

2D object motion assumption. From this constraint as well

as the optic flow equation, they propagate, using geometry,

the optic flow along a line segment with two given flow

vectors at both end points.

Since it cannot be said generally which pixels move with

the same velocity, HORN and SCHUNK(1981) use the global

constraint that the estimated optic flow field should vary

smoothly with the image plane coordinates. They combine the

smoothness constraint and the motion constraint by a

weighted sum of their error measurements and apply a

minimization technique to the summed error to derive an

iterative formula. The global smoothness constraint,

however, causes unrealistic optic flows on stationary image

areas or on the background across the occluding boundaries

of moving areas.

To cope with this difficulty, YACHIDA(l983) assumes optic

flows at prominent feature points like corners such as at

the points A, B, ..., G in Fig 2.1 and propagates the flow

vectors smoothly along the connecting edge points between
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the corners. He computes the smooth flow vectors by the

same equations derived by HORN and SCHUNK(1981) and their

error measurements for termination of the propagation

process. He mentions a difficulty in propagating the optic

flow at the intersection ( e.g. the point H in Fig 2.1 ) of

an occluding and an occluded boundary. He solves the problem

by terminatingp the propagation process when the error of

newly estimated flow vector is equal to or larger than the

previously estimated one. In Fig 2.1, the propagation of

flow vectors to Q direction is terminated by the propagation

from Q direction at a point between the points H and G.

Some researchers use additional constraints for the optic

flow computation, but these are not absolutely necessary.

Some researchers [NETRAVALI and ROBBINS(1979,80), PAQUIN and

DUBIOS(1983)]. use the motion constraint only, with frame-

to-frame prediction. to derive an iterative estimator by

minimizing an error arising from the prediction. They

simplify the estimator to use the optic flow ( displacement

vector ) for encoding TV signals in real time. Using the

optic flow equation as the linear measurement, the

displacement vector is estimated as a random process by

applying Kalman filter theory [STULLER and

KRISHNAMURPHY(l983)].

Instead of imposing constraints on optic flows, we can

derive additional constraints by differentiating the linear
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differentiate the linear model of (2.2) with respect to x,

producing

621 621 621
O'= öx--5 + öz———— + öt-—-— (2,5) ‘

öx öxöz öxöt

Dividing both. sides of (2.5) by öt and setting

G=öI/8:, we have, for öt-}0,

’ OG 6G öG
u-- + v-- + -- = 0 (2.6)

öx öz ät

Thus we derive another constraint (2.6) in the same form as

the optic flow equation for the two optic flow components u

and v. Although we use the x-directional derivative for G,

any directional derivative can be used.

WOHN et al.(1983) use the gradient directional derivative

and some other differential image features ( e.g. curvature

and moment ) for G. However, feature estimation requiring

high-order spatial derivatives is not reliable since the

finite difference operation for the derivatives tends to

amplify the noise. Thus, their estimated optic flows are

often inaccurate. Such flow vectors are enhanced by a

smoothing scheme which they devised with local 2jD rigid

motion to smooth those flow vectors which do not cross

occluding boundaries.
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Let P and Q be two optic flow image points where the

optic flow vector is given by v and v', respectively. In

thß ZÜD rigid motion, they can compute the rotational

V¤l¤¢itY mq of a point Q with respect to a point P by

Ar x Av
m = —-———·· (2.7)q n¤A„u2

and they define the dilation Dq by

Ar ° Av
D = ——————— (2.8)q 111.112

where

Av = v' - v

Ar = Q - P Q

Thus for each pixel in a neighborhood, they can compute

rotational velocity and dilation with respect to its center

pixel position. For the center pixel, they average the

eomputed values. To smooth a flow vector at a point P, they

choose its neighbor P' which has the minimum variation of

eomputed rotational velocities and dilations in its

neighborhood and update the flow vector vp at P by

v = v' - Ar x w' (2.9)

where w' is the eomputed rotational velocity at the point

P'. In Fig 2.2, the flow vector at P is recomputed with
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respect to P' because the 3x3 neighborhood of P' has minimum

variation of rotational velocities and dilations.

Similar multiple constraints are derived by TRETIAK and

PASTOR(l984). They derive two independent equations

directly from the motion constraint by differentiating the

optic flow equation with respect to the image plane

coordinates. The same two equations, however, can be derived

from the linear model of image and motion.

Recently SCHUNK(1984) proved that the motion constraint

is valid at the image points of intensity discontinuities at

an occluding boundary and pointed out that rotational motion

or perspective projection may cause a change in the

brightness pattern of an image sequence due to the

forshortening effects.

2.1.2 Nonlinear Model of Image and Motion

The linear model of intensity variation is too simple to

represent edges and corners [SNYDER et al.(l980).

NAGEL(1983)]. Thus, SNYDER et al. 80 represent (2.1) up to

the second order at the time t+öt as

öl öl
I(x+öx,z+öz,t+öt) = I(x.z,t+öt) + öx-- + öz--

öx öz
622 621 6262 621 622 621

+ -—- ——— + -—-- -—-- + —-— --- (2.10)2 622 2 6262 2 622 _
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where the partial derivatives are computed at the image

plane coordinate '(x,z) at the time t+8t. Setting

1(x+öx,z+öz,t+öt)=I(x,z,t) ( ibrightness constancy

after displacement ), they derive

2
61 61

1(x,z,t) i 1(x,z,t+8t) = öx-— + 8z--
6x 6z

8:2 621 öxöz 621 6z22 621
+ --- --5 + —--- ---— + ——- --5 (2.11)

1 2 6x 2 6x6z 2 6z

For each pixel, they derive one quadratic equation (2.11) in

the two unknown displacement vector components öx and

8z. Thus, with the assumption of displacement vector

constancy over a moving image area (i.e.

1(x,z,t)=I(x,z,t+öt)), they can determine the displacement

vector using clustering.

NAGEL(1983) fits the image model of (2.10) over a local

neighborhood such that the partial derivatives are

substituted for the fitting coefficients minimizing the sum

of weighted squared differences between the measurement and

the image model. Using the determined fitting coefficients

and the proper transformation of the local coordinate

system, he derives two coupled nonlinear equations for the

two displacement vector components from (2.11) by minimizing

the sum of the squared differences between the measurement

and the approximating equation.
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For the corner points defined by DRESCHLER and

NAGEL(l982) or KITCHEN and ROSENFELD(1980), which are shown

to be equivalent in [NAGEL(1983)]„ the two nonlinear

equations can be further simplified into closed forms. This

method is implemented and applied to a TV frame sequence and

the results, which show sparse displacement vectors

computed, are reportcd in [NAGEL and ENKELMANN(1982)]. To

overcome the sparsencss, NAGEL(1983) combines the above

minimization problem with a global constraint called the

'oriented smoothness' constraint to estimate displacements

for image area with minor intensity variation. This

constraint imposes smooth variation of displacements only in

the direction perpendicular to the gradient direction,

allowing significant displacement change in other

directions. Since the intensity gradient direction usually

occurs across an occluding boundary, the above constraint

allows significant displacement change across such a

boundary. NAGEL and ENKELMANN(1984) implement the scheme and

report preliminary results. (

A higher order Taylor expansion than those in (2.1) has

been used for the optic flow computation by HARALICK and

LEE(1983). They fit a polynomial function to intensities in

a local 3D neighborhood consisting of two image coordinates

and one coordinate for time. They determine optic flow from

the fit by locating the point which matches up with the

relative origin. The details are described in chapter III.
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Fig 2.2 Updating Optic Flow Vector at P

with respect to Optic Flow vector at P'
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2.2. From Optic Flow to 3D Motion and Depth

Early systems of moving image analysis concentrated on °

the extraction of 2D motion information from an image

sequence. LEESE et al.(1970) and ENDLICH et al«(l971) use a

matching scheme to automatically determine the cloud

movement on the image plane from satellite images of clouds.

AGGARWAL and DUDA(1975) analyze moving polygonal images to

determine motion of polygons and to segment the images. With

the help of a moving object model, CHOW and AGGARWAL(l977)

analyze planar curvilinear motion. POTTER(l975) uses the 2D

motion information from the 'cross—shaped' template for

image segmentation.

From the psychophysical and biological study of a vision

system perceiving three dimensional objects, researchers

began to concentrate on the 3D scene analysis containing

moving objects. Some researchers identify moving

elements(tokens) from changing brightness pattern to get

motion and structural information of a moving object. From

the brightness difference of two image frames,

LILLESTRAND(1972), ULSTAD(l973). LIMB and MURPHY(l975)

obtain motion information and JAIN et. al.(1977,79), JAIN

and NAGEL(l979ab), JAIN(1981). YALAMANCHILI et al.(1982)

extract structural information of moving objects as well as

their motion information. This differencing technique is
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further developed for image segmentation and motion

information extraction [IAIN et al.(l979), IAIN and

NAGEL(1979a„b)• JAIN(198l)• YALAMANCHILI et al.(l982)].

This differencing technique is referred to as a peripheral

process in the survey by Martin and AGGARWAL(l978) where the

motion understanding is described on three levels,

peripheral, attentive, and cognitive.

Moving object boundaries can be extracted directly from

an image time sequence. HAYNES and JAIN(1983) define the _

time—varying 'edginess' as the product of the temporal

brightness change and the static 'edginess' of the Sobel

edge detector. They detect the moving object boundaries by

thresholding the time—varying 'edginess'. SHAH and

JAIN (1984) detect the time-varying corners in a similar

way.-

THOMPSON(1980) segments images containing multiple moving

objects based on both the motion and the brightness. He

assumes brightness motion constancy at image points from the

same object and uses the motion constraint described in the

previous section for the Hough transform to determine

dominant motions. He segments images by merging regions

having the same motion and similar brightness. Motion

constancy is not realistic in general, especially when the

motion involves some rotation.
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In a restricted scene domain consisting of only vertical

and horizontal surfaces, WILLIAMS(1980) searches over

distances from the camera to the vertical surfaces and

heights of horizontal surfaces which result in the best
‘

image model of one frame from the other. ’—

Another approach which GIBSON(l950abc) pioneered derives

3D motion and” structure information from the optic flow

field obtained. GORDON(l965) shows an optic flow field of

the ground plane observed by a moving observer and discusses

the motion and depth perception from the optic flow field.

Optic flow field from a pure translational motion

contains information about moving object surface structure

as well as 3D motion. NAKAYAMA and LOOMIS(1974) show that

relative depth can be determined from optic flow of an

observer in translational motion. CLOCKSIN(l980) derives a

mathematical formula for the surface orientation and the

edge discrimination from optic flows generated by a pure

translational motion. RIEGER and LAWTON(l983) employ an

optimization procedure on thresholded difference vectors at

discontinuities of the optic flow field to determine the

instantaneous axis of translational motion.

Many researchers study optic flow field from general

motion. KOENDERINK and VAN DOORN(1976) discuss the surface

structure from a differential gcometric analysis of optic

flow field. PRAZDNY(1980,81) studies the curvilinear motion
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of an observer and computes the egomotion parameters from at

least five optic flow points. The computation involves

solving a system of nonlinear ( third order polynomial )

equations for the rotational components. He also computes
° — the depth map from the motion parameters determined.

LONGUET—HIGGINS and PRAZDNY(l980) assume the first and

second order spatial derivatives of the optic flow field are
observable and compute the surface orientation and relative

motion at each retinal point. They also show that the

dilation, shear, and vorticity components of the first

derivative can be used for the abeve 3D information.

BRUSS and HORN(l983) measure the discrepancy between the

observed optic flow and the one expected by the computed

motion parameters and use a least square technique to

determine the motion parameters minimizing the discrepancy.

In the case of pure translational and rotational motion,

they derive equations in closed form for the motion

parameters from the use of a proper error norm. For the

general motion, they come up with a nonlinear system for the

motion parameters. In chapter IV, we also use a least square

technique to determine both the motion parameters and

relative depth.

Given depth and optic flow at a point, BALLARD and

KIMBALL(1983) compute 3D optic flow at the point and use it

for the determination of motion parameters in decomposed
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parameter spaces. They assume a small external force on

moving objects and compute the acceleration from 3D flows.

In chapter IV, we derive the temporal change of the optic

flow field with no external force and determine motion and

depth information.

2.3 Determining Corresponding Points
l

Optic flow can be compnted ‘without difficulty from the

corresponding points in successive image frames. However,

establishing the correspondence is generally recognized as a

quite difficult task from the consideration of various

factors [AGGARWAL et a1.(1981)]. Marr and co-

workers [GRIMSON and MARR(1979), MARR and HILDRETH(l980)•

MARR and POGGIO(1979)] study the correspondence problem in

human stereo vision and develop a computational theory of

human vision. ESKENAZI and CUNNINGHAM(1978) and

MORAVEC(1979ab) derive a set of corresponding points from

two cameras in a stereo arrangement. However, stereo vision

requires extremely high resolution of the cameras to get an

acceptable 3D description. AGGARWAL et al.(1981) consider

two general approaches to the correspondence problem in

their review; one based on iconic or picture-like models of

an image pattern and the other based on the structure (

identifiable tokens ) present in the image pattern. In the
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next subsection, we will discuss matching techniques using a

template or an iconic model followed by token matching

techniques.

2.3.1 Template Matching

The first approach usually takes a subimage ( a template

) containing a moving object from one frame and then matches

it against the subsequent frame based on the chosen iconic

representation. The iconic representation cfn be a portion

of the image itself, a segmented binary image, or the edge

image. Similarity ( Dissimiliarity ) is measured at each

possible match and the match having the maximum ( minimum )

cross-correlation (absolute difference sum ) is considered

to be the best match. An equivalent process can be carried

out through the use of the Fourier Transform of the iconic

representation [LEESE et a1.(l970)].

This search process usually requires much computation.

To speed up the search process, several schemes have been

introduced. BARNEA and SILVERMAN(1972) introduce a class of

fast algorithms for image registration which speed up the

search by essentially doing no calculation for similarity

measure on positions when errors exceed the best match so

far. VANDERBURG and ROSENFELD(l977) employ a two-stage

template matching scheme in which, at first, a subtemplate

is selected and used to determine positions which result in
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a (dis)similarity measure above (below) a specified

threshold. Next, the remainder of the template is evaluated

at those chosen positions for the best match. Two

difficulties in the two—stage matching scheme are in

selecting the subtemplate and determining a proper threshold

value of (dis)similarity measure. HALL et al.(1980) discuss

the selection Iof the best subset for matching purposes in

the sense of the minimum correlation length.

GOSHTASBY et a1.(l984) analytically derive the threshold

value from the template size and false dismissal

probability. Another scheme for the fast search is the

coarse—fine matching scheme [GOSHTASBY et al.(l984)] which

uses a similar strategy.

To establish point correspondence in multiple views at

the specified positions, TSAI(l983) presents two methods '

called the joint moment method and the window variance

method which result in a sharper similarity measure than the

usual two frame cross-correlation. These methods, however,

usually require more computation.

The techniques described up to now work only for image

translation. Motion which produce a scaling or rotation of

images can introduce much more computation [ALTMANN and

REITBOCK(1984)].

2.3.2 Token Matching
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Instead of matching picture-like models, one can identify

a set of structures in one image frame and then search the

corresponding structures in the subsequent image frame.

Several researchers consider the object boundary structure

for the match. POTTER(1975) generates a 'cross-shaped

template' at a point by calculating the distance from the -

point to the closest object boundary in the row and column

directions, and searches the corresponding point, in the

next frame, at which the same size of the template is

computed. MARTIN and AGGARWAL(1978) segment boundaries

detected from both image frames into primitives such as

straight lines and circular arcs and match a primitive of

one frame against those of the other frame based on the

length and curvature of the ”primitives. Using the

generalized Hough Transform of an object boundary in one

image frame, one can find the instance of that boundary in

the subsequent frame [BALLARD(l98l)].

Locating distinctive features present in images und

imposing constraints on them, one can establish the

correspondence of the feature points. ENDLICH et al.(l97l)

locate the brightness center by an ISODATA technique in

successive image frames and establish the correspondence

between sets of the brightnesss centers by assuming constant

brightness motion. RENEDE and ROSENFELD(l980) apply a

relaxation algorithm to establish the correspondence between

sets of points selected by hand from two image frames with
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the assumption of the global brightness displacement

constancy. BARNARD and THOMPSON(1980) locate the feature

points in an image pair by applying the Moravec interest

operator [MORAVEC(1977)] and assign an initial match

probability to each pair of feature points which lie within

some specified distance of each other allowing for the

possibility that the feature may not exist in the second

image. They refine the probability for each pairing at a

feature point iteratively by applying a relaxation algorithm

such that the probability for a pairing is updated by the

supporting evidence of similar pairings in the local

neighborhood. DRESCHLER and NAGEL(1982) make some

modifications in updating the probability by considering

both evidence of the support and contradiction in the local

neighborhood. At each point, · the pairing assigned the

highest probability is selected for the correspondence.

y ULLMAN(l979) introduces a simple cost function to compare

possible matches between two dot patterns and establishes

the correspondence by minimizing the cost function. He shows

that minimizing the cost function is optimal if the dots in

the pattern move independently. PRAGER and ARBIB(l983)

assume several feature types on dot patterns and they use a

feature metric between feature types to define a distance

between any two position-feature pairs. Using this

distance, they define an attraction function for a nearest

neighbor. With the help of the attraction function and with
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the assumption of local consistency of displacement, they

can establish the correspondence.

Some other structures present in images can be used.

AYALA et al.(1982) segment image frames and establish

correspondence between sets of segments based on the

similarity of the segment feature values. They use features

such as segment position, size, intensity, and area ratio.

Since incorrect image segmentation from noise and occlusion

introduces incorrect feature values, ROACH and

AGGARWAL(1979) suggest using multiple methods arranged in a

hierarchy. IACOBUS et a1.(l980) encode boundary, region,

and surface information in a graph form using a primitive

called the half chunk and use a graph matching scheme to

establish the correspondence.

The problem with most of these techniques is that they

must employ some combinatorial computation to establish the

match. This kind of computation is very expensive.

Furthermore, these techniques require preprocessors to

extract proper structures from image frames.
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2.4 From Corresponding Points to 3D Motion and Depth

To determine 3D motion and structure of moving objects, a

set of corresponding points can be used. ROACH and

AGGARWAL(1980) require two known perspective views of five

non-coplanar points in space to set up the problem and come

up with 18 nonlinear equations in 18 unknowns. They solve

the system of nonlinear equations iteratively with an
7\

initial guess for each unknown by using a modified finite

difference Lavenberg—Marquetdt algorithm [BROWN and

DENNIS(1972), LAVENBERG(1944)]. From experiments with noisy

views of 3D points, they find that they obtain more accurate

results with considerable overdetermination ( two views of

12 or 15 points, three views of 7 or 8 points ).

When the surface structure of a moving object is known,

the motion estimation problem can be formulated differently.

For a known planar surface, TSAI and HUANG(1981) define

eight pure parameters which characterize the planar surface

and can be uniquely determined by a linear method given two

perspective views of four or more points. They derive a

sixth order polynomial of one variable whose coefficients

are expressed by the pure parameters and determine the

motion parameters by solving the polynomial. Instead of

solving the sixth order polynomial, the motion parameters

can be determined by computing the singular value

decomposition of a 3x3 matrix containing the pure parameters
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TSAI et al.(1982). For a known curved surface, TSAI and

HUANG(l984) show that two perspective views of seven points

on the curved surface are sufficient to determine the 3D
•

motion parameters. YEN and HUANG(1983) project image points

centrally on the unit sphere at the origin and use the

projected points in correspondence to determine the 3D

motion parameters and their 3D positions. They analyze

three types of motions; pure translation, pure rotation, and

general motion, and interpret the uniqueness of the motion

solution by a simple geometry of the points on the sphere.

Unfortunately, we can not find any experimental results,

especially of noisy views, in their paper.

NAGEL(l98lb) uses two coordinate systems; one attached to

the camera and the other to a moving object. He derives a

relationship between known image point coordinates and

unknown object point coordinates and sets up a minimization

problem from the relationship and ’sets of image points in

correspondence. DRESCHLER and NAGEL(1982) and NAGEL(1983)

apply this technique to a sequence of feature (corner point)

images obtained from a street scene containing a moving

taxicab and approximate the cab by a polyhedra. See the

estimated 3D motion of the taxicab from the iterative motion

estimation technique in chapter IV for further discussion of

this approach.

MARTIN and AGGARWAL(1983) assume orthographic projection
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of images and develop a scheme describing a 3D object from

multiple views of its occluding object boundary. They obtain

the object boundaries from the thresholded brightness image.

Their 3D description is a bounding volume approximation ( to

the actual object ) represented by a volume segment data

structure. AGGARWAL(1983) reviews techniques of deriving 3D

descriptions from image sequences.



Chapter III

FACET MODEL OPTIC FLOW

Determination of the optic flow field is usually done by

matching corresponding points on successive image frames.

This kind of technique suffers from a potentially expensive

combinatorial problem. In this chapter we discuss a facet

model technique to the problem of estimating a subset of the _

optic flow field. We show how the first order derivative
•

optic flow equation represents the intersection line of the

isocontour plane with a successive image frame. To select a

unique match point on this line we require that the gray

tone intensities match. We show that this procedure amounts

to requiring that gray tone intensities match, and first

order partials in row, column, and time match. The

complexity of the technique is linear in the number of

pixels on the image. In section 3.1. we discuss the facet

model technique for the optic flow eomputation, in

section 3.2 we review discrete orthogonal polynomials for

the facet model, and in section 3.3 we show how the facet

model optic flow images compare with the Horn and Schunk

optic flow images.

33
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3.1 Optic Flow Computation

In this section we discuss the calculation of optic flow

from a time sequence of image frames and illustrate the _

facet approach to the optic flow computation. p

Consider the case of a one dimensional sequence of frames

as shown in Fig 3.1. These frames are obviously translates
of one another with a uniform motion. Instead of

considering a correlation search to match each point on one

frame with its corresponding place on the next frame,

consider the sequence of frames as an image each of whose

rows correspond to one frame. Corresponding points on

different frames have the same intensity. Thus where the

one-dimensional frames are organized as an image, the

corresponding points will be on equal intensity contour

lines as shown on Fig 3.2. The equal intensity contour line

any point is on is easily computed as the line orthogonal to

the gradient direction at that point. Thus by fitting a

function to the image intensities in a local neighborhood

about a point, as ·the facet model prescribes, and

determining the gradient direction from the fit, the equal

intensity contour line through the point can be determined.

The match point on the next frame can be obtained without

any search just as the intersection of the equal intensity

contour line passing through the point with the next frame

or row.
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‘l:¤ O
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t= Z. _ - 3

Fig 3.1. Illustrates a one-dimensional waveform which is
translating in time.
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In a time-varying image sequence, the situation is

similar, only the geometry is in a one dimensional higher

space, a 4-dimensional space. To understand this geometry

fix attention on one pixel on· one frame. Use the 3D

neighborhood (by row, by column, by image frame number)

around the pixel and fit a function to the gray tone

intensities in the 3D neighborhood. From the function fit

determine the gradient vector at the given pixel position.

The plane which is normal to the gradient vector is the

equal intensity contour plane passing through the given

pixel. To determine possible match points on the next frame

intersect the equal intensity contour plane with the next

image frame. As shown in Fig 3.3, the intersection is a

line. The match point can be any place on this line. To

determine it uniquely, find that position on the line whose

gray tone intensity is equal to the grey tone intensity of

the given pixel.
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‘h=-Z

t=—| l

. +,:.0

‘l:=I

·i:.=Z

Fig 3.3. Shows a sequence of five frames, the gradient

vector on frame t=O, and the plane orthogonal to the

gradient vector and passing through the origin. The shaded

area represents portions of frames to the left of the

cutting plane. The lines on frames t=-1, t=0, and t=l

represent the intersection of the cutting plane with these

frames.
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3.1.1 Example

Consider a local 2D neighborhood whose gray. tone

intensity function appears like a paraboloid of the form

(f+l)2 + (c+2)2. Suppose that image frames are taken each

second and that due to the camera motion the paraboloid
l

translates each successive frame by three rows and one

_ column. Then upon fitting the gray tone intensities in a

local 3D neighborhood whose center pixel has coordinates

(0,0,0) in a relative coordinate frame we determine the

function

f(r,c.t) = (r-3t+1)2 + (c+t+2)2

Thus the paraboloid is translating by (3 rows,-1 column) on

successive frames.

The partial derivatives of f are

öf ll
—- = 2(r-3t+1)
ör

öf
.

-- = 2(c+t+2)
öc

öf
-- = 2(r-2t+1)(—3) + 2(c+t+2)
öt

Evaluating these partials at (0,0,0) yields the gradient

vector at the given pixel which is located at the origin of
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the relative coordinate frame,

F2]
grad f = I 4I1-21

The plane passing through (0,0,0) and orthogonal to this
I

gradient vector is given by

2r + 4c - 2t = O

Intersecting this plane with the next frame (t=l) produces

the line

2r + 4c - 2 = 0

The gray tone intensity at (0,0,0) is given by

f(0,0,0) = 5. To find the match point, find that (r,c)

simultaneously satisfying the two equations

r + 2c -l = 0

_ f(r,c,1) = (r-2)2 + (c+3)2 = {(0,0,0) = 5

Substituting r = 1 — 2c into (r—2)2 + (e+3)2 = 5 yields the

quadratic equation (c+l)2 = 0 from which c = -1 and r = 3,

the correct translation parameters,

3.1.2 Translational Motion

As the example suggests, the difficulty of the
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computation might be in determining a real root of a

polynomial. It is natural to wonder, therefore, whether it

is possible to have polynomials with no real roots. We

demonstrate here that for the case of translational motion,

there is no possibility of the polynomial roots being only

complex. To see this express the local fitted functions

f(r,c,t) as

f(r,c,t) = 8(r—at, c—ßt) (3.1)

explicitly indicating that the dependence between r, c, and

and t is constrained to be translational.

The equation of the isodensity contour plane passing

through (0,0) is given by

(r—¤t) st + (c-ßt) gc = 0 (3.2)

ag
wh¤r¢ Sr = ·— (0,0)

ör

62
8 = -- (0.0)c öc

At t = to this plane cuts the t = to frame producing the

line

(*'¢t0) gr + (c—ßto) gc = O

At the desired point (r,c) on this line we must satisfy the

match condition
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·
g(r-at0_ c-ßto) = g(Q’Q)

Assuming g is a function for which all partial

derivatives exist we may represent g(r—at, c-ßt) by its

Taylor series around (0,0)

— t, — t) = (0.0) + ( · t -g(r a c ß g r a O) gr + (c ßto)gc

~ (r-at0)2 (c—ßt0)2
+ '*';**' Str + (r·at0)(c—ßt0)grc+ -—;—-— gcc

+ IOC +

Substituting g(r—at, c—ßt) for g(0,0) and substituting
I · (¤'ßt0)gc/gr for r-ato yields

8 2 8 8 8 8

st 2 sl. 2
(3.3)

Factoring out a (c—Bt0)2 from the left hand side and

noting that the right hand side is zero permits us to write

(c·ßt0)2 = 0 from which we can solve for the double real

root c = ßto

3.1.3 Comparison

There is a relationship between the facet point of view

and the usual optic flow equation. Letting fr, fc, and ft
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designate the partial derivatives of f with respect to r, c,

and t, evaluated at the origin, the equation of the

isocontour plane is given by

f 2r r + efc + tft 0 (3.4)

Intersecting this plane with the next image plane which is

taken at tO seconds latter produces the line

r c

0 *0
Equation (3.5) is the usual optic flow equation [Horn and

S¢h¤¤k 81]- The quantity Y/to represents a movement of r
rows ever to seconds and is therefore the row Velocity.
Likewise c/to represents the column Velocity.

The difference in what we have done is that we have given

equation (3.5) an enlarged meaning. It is the equation of a

line containing the possible match points on the to image

frame. But since the match point must have the same

brightness, we use the additional constraint that the match

point (r,c) must satisfy the equal brightness constraint:

f(Y·¢·t0) = f(0,0.0) (3.6)

This brightness constraint is used in the usual derivation

of the optic flow equation so it would seem to be

superfluous to use again. From our perspective we see that

the isodensity contour plane is really only isodensity at
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the origin and as it moves away from the origin, it must be

regarded as an approximation. Thus the intersection line on

the successive frame is not guaranteed to have all its

points be of the same brightness as the given pixel. In the

ideal case, the match condition just tells us to select that

point on the line having the same brightness as the given

pixel. In a non-ideal case, we can select that point on the

match line which is closest to the brightness of the given

pixel.

3.1.4 Why It Works

In this section we give a detailed explanation of why the

procedure works. We assume that all derivatives of third or

higher order are negligible and that the match conditions

consist of matching gray tone intensity and gray tone first

partials in row, columns, and time.

Let f with a subscript designate the corresponding

partial derivative of f evaluated at r = c = t = 0. A

Taylor series of f about (0,0,0) neglecting third or higher

order terms is given by

£(:,¤,:> = £<0.0,0> + Arft + Acfc + Atft (3.7)
Arz Acz Atz

+ ;_frr + r°frc + 2-fcc + Itfrt + °tfct + ;—ftt
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At (Ar,Ac) having relative neighborhood coordinates

on relative time image At matches pixel (0,0) on time

image 0 if

(1) f(Ar,Ac,At) = f(0,0,0)

Bf öf
(2) -—(Ar,Ac,At) = -—(0,0,0) = fr

ör ör

öf l öf
(3) --(Ar,Ac,At) = —-(0,0,0) = fc

öc öc

öf öf _
(4) --(Ar,Ac,At) = —-(0,0,0) = ft

Bt Bt

Condition (1) states that the gray tone intensities must

match. Condition (2) and (3) states that the gray tone

spatial pattern around the original and the match pixel must

match. Condition (4) states that since the motion is

uniform with no acceleration the gray tone time derivatives

must match. Applying these eonstraints to the Taylor series

we have, respectively,

(3.8)Arz Acz Atz
-;ftt=0

Arftr + Aefrc + Atfrt = 0 (3.9)
Arfrc + Aetcc + Atfct = 0 (3.10)
Arftt + Acfct + Atftt = 0 (3.11)

Multiplying equation (3.9) by r, equation (3.10) by c,

equation (3.11) by t and adding yields
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Y frr+2ArAcfrc+Ac fcc+2ArAtfrt+2AcAtfct+At ftt 0 (3.12)

Substituting this back into equation (3.8) yields

Arfr + Acfc + Atft = 0 _. (3.13)

the usual optic flow equation! Thus, the technique of using

equation (3.13) and the grey tone intensity match condition

(3.8) in essence works because it assumes that all first

partials are matching. However, now we see that there need

not be any problem of root finding. We just need to solve

the overconstrained system of equations

f

‘Ar = _
Ifrr ftcl I I At Ifrtl (3.14)

Ac
Ifrc fccl L I Ifctl

Lfrt fctj Lftt]

for the row column position (Ar,Ac) on the specified

image At.

3.2 Discrete Orthogonal Polynomials for Facet Model

The facet technique described in the last section

requires estimating underlying functions over grey tone

intensities in each 3D neighborhood (by row, by column, and

by image frame number) to compute optic flow. The underlying
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functions from which the optic flow vectors are computed are

easy to represent as linear combinations of the polynomials

in any polynomial basis set. That polynomial basis set which

permits the independent estimation of each coefficient would

be the easiest to use. Such a polynomial basis set is the

discrete orthogonal polynomial basis set.

In this section, we briefly describe a technique, which

was introduced already in the literature [Forsythe(1957),

Hara1ick(l984)]„ for constructing a discrete orthogonal

polynomial basis set and we show how the basis set is used

to determine underlying functions over grey tone intensities

of image sequence.

3.2.1 Construction of Discrete Orthogonal Polynomial Basis

Fitting grey tone intensities in a 3D neighborhood

requires three dimensional discrete orthogonal polynomials

which can be constructed by taking the tensor products of

one dimensional discrete orthogonal polynomials. Here, we

show how the one dimensional discrete orthogonal polynomials

are constructed and then we construct the three dimensional

discrete orthogonal polynomials by the tensor products.

For a symmetric index set R where iaR implies —ieR,

we construct the discrete orthogonalpolynomialnth

order iteratively where is defined PO(r) = 1 fo; ggk,
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Let P0(r),...,P¤_1(r) have been defined and Pn(r) be defined
where in general Pn(;) = in + a¤_1ru-1 + ,,, + alt + a0_ TO

define Pu(r) we use the orthogonality of Pu(r) with respect

to P¤lY¤¤¤i¤l$ PO(r). P1(r),.-.„ P¤_1(r). therefore

alr + ao) = 0 (3.15)
reR

A
for k = O, ..., n-1.

There are ¤ uukeewee eo. 81...., an_1 in n equations which
can be solved by standard techniques.

Introducing the first five polynomials, we have

PO(r) = 1

P1(r) = r

P (r) = rz ' u / (3 16)2 2**0 ·
P (r) = rg - (u / )r2 4**2
Y4P4(r)

= -—--———--——————·———-·————————

where pk = gk,

saR

The discrete orthogonal polynomials can be generated

numerically by the three term recurrence [Forsythe(1957)]

instead. Specifically, we can generate the polynomials from
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P0(1') = 1

P1(r) = rP0(r) - a1Po(r)

P2(r) = rP1(r) - a2P1(r) - b1P0(r)

O
I

CPi+1(r)= rPi(r) · ai+1Pi(r) — biPi_1(r) (i = 1,2,...)

where

E sPi(s)2 E sPi(s)Pi_1(s)
seR seR

8. = -—--————— and b. = --——---——-——-——
+11 1 E Pi_1<s>2

seR ssR

When a symmetric index set {-N,...-1,0,1,...N} is chosen

in (3.17), 81=0, and thus P1(r)=P1(-r) which makes a2=0.

Continuing this furhter, we have ai+1=O, for i=0,1..., which

makes (3.17) the two term recurrence.

Three dimensional discrete orthogonal polynomials can be

constructed from three sets of one dimensional discrete

orthegonal polynomials by taking tensor products. Let R, C,

and T be index sets satisfying the symmetry condition. Let

be sets of one dimensional discrete orthogonal polynomials
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on the index sets R, C, and T, respectively. Then any subset

of the tensor products ___’

Pu(r)Qm(c)Sq(t). .... PN(r)QM(c)SL(t)} forms a three
dimensional discrete orthogonal basis set on RxCxT. This

fact can be easily proved. Let Pi(r)Qj(n)Sk(t) and
Pn(r)Qm(c)Sq(t) be any two distinctive polynomials in a

three dimensional basis set. Then the sum of their product
over RxCxT is

E Pi(r)Qj(c)Sk(t)Pu(r)Qm(c)Sq(t)
(r,c,t)aRxCxT (3.18)

= E Pi(r)P¤(r) E Qj(c)Qm(c) E Sk(t)Sq(t)
reR caC teT

Because i¢n or j#m, or k$1 for the two distinct polynomials, u

at least one sum must be zero.

Let {-2, -1, O, 1, 2} be the index set of R, C, and T.

Then, we have three one dimensional orthogonal basis sets

[l• *• *2-2/3. t3-3.4r}, {1, c, cz-2/3, c3-3.4c}, and {1, t,

tz-2/3. t3-3.4t} of degree up to cubic on the index set R,

C, and T, respectively. Taking tensor products on the three

basis sets, we have three dimensional discrete orthogonal

basis set consisting of 64 polynomials of degree up to 9th

order. Of these 64 polynomials, {1, r, c, t, r2-2/3,

c2—2/3, t2—2/3, rc, ct, rt, r3—3.4r, c3-3.4c, t3-3.4t,
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r2c—2/3c. rc2—2/3r, ezt-2/3t, ct2—2/3c, r2t—2/3t, rt2—2/3r,

rct} are of degree 3 or less.

3.2.2 Fitting with Discrete Orthogonal Polynomial Basis

Let a three dimensional discrete orthogonal polynomial

basis set over an index set RxCxT be

[PO(r)Q0(c)S0(t),...,Pn(r)Qm(c)S1(t),...,PN(r)QM(c)SL(t)}.

Let d(r,c,t) represent a data value observed at

(r,c,t)eRxCxT. Then the exact fitting problem is to

determine the coefficients aoco,
,__,

anml,
_,_,

aNML such
that

N M L (3.19)

d . ,t =(rn=O
m=0 l=0

Determination of coefficients is easy because of the

orthogonality property. For a coefficient aijk, we multiply

both sides of the above equation by Pi(g)Qj(c)Sk(t) and sam

over all (r,c,t)aRxCxT. Specifical1y„ we have

E Pi(1')Qj(c)Sk(t)d(r,¢.t)
(r,c,t)aRxCxT
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N M L

= E Pi(r)Qj(c)Sk(t) E E E anm1Pn(r)Qm(c)S1(t)

(r,c,t)aRxCxT n=0 m=O 1=0

N M L .

= E E E anml E Pn(r)Qm(c)S1(t)Pi(r)Qj(c)Sk(t)
n=0 m=O l=0 (r,c,t)aRxCxT

= 2 2 2aijk E Pi (r)Qj (c)Sk (t)
(r,c,t)eRxCxT

Let the polynomials be normalized such that the square sum

over the index set is unity. Then we have

aijk = E Pi(r)Qj(c)Sk(t)d(r.c,t). (3.20)
(r,c.t)aRxCxT

The approximate fitting problem is to determine

¤¤¤ff1¤i¤¤ts ¤ ....a ... a aaah that000* nml’ ’ NML

2¤ = § ra<a,a,t> — § § § anm1P¤<a>om<a>s1<t>12
(r,c,t)aRxCxT n m 1 (3.21)

is minimized. Because the right side of the above equation

is parabola open upward with respect to each coefficient,

the value of a coefficient can be determined by taking the

partial derivative of the equation with respect to each

coefficient and setting the partial to zero. Specifically,
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we determine the coefficient using the orthogonality

property as follows.

Bez
“''“’ = 2 E Pi(r)Q.(c) Sk(t) [d(r,c,t)
Ba..k ~ J

IJ (r,c,t)eRxCxT

· E E E 6„„1P„‘*’°„‘°’S1‘*)]
A

n m 1

= Zl E Pi(r)Qj(c)Sk(t)d(r,c,t) (3.22)
(r,c,t)eRxCxT

- 2 2 2ßijk E Pi (r)Qj (c)Sk (t) ]
(r,c.t)aRxCxT

= 0.

Hence, for the normalized discrete orthogonal polynomials,

we have

aijk = E Pi(r)Qj(c)Sk(t)d(r,e,t). (3.23)

(r,c,t)aRxCxT

Using the coefficients computed, we can compute the

residual fitting error by

2 = _ 26 § ra<:.¢,¢> § §
§(r,c,t)aRxCxTn m 1
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2 2 „

n m 1 (r,c,t)aRxCxT

2 2 2 2+ E E E ¤ ... EP. <r>¤. <¤>S. <t>
n m 1 (r,c,t)eRxCxT

= 2 _ 2Ed a nml
(r,c,t)eRxCxT n m 1 (3.24)

Let all the pixels in an image time sequence be

referenced to a common 2D grid where a point is specified by

the row and column coordinates and let each image in the

sequence be specified by time coordinate. Then the observed

brightness intensity at the row coordinate r and the column

coordinate c on the image at the time coordinate t can be

represented by g(r,c,t). Let an odd sized symmetric index

set RxCxT be chosen for 3D neighborhood such that each pixel

in the neighborhood in a time sequence of image frames is

referenced uniquely by the coordinate difference between the

center pixel and itself. Then for each pixel at the

coordinates (r,c,t), its 3D neighborhood can be expressed by

{ (r+r', c+c', t+t') I r'aR, c'eC, and t'eT }

Determining a coefficient aijk for a 3D orthogonal

P¤lY¤¤¤i¤l Pi(r)Qj(c)Sk(t) for the above neighborhood, we

have
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aijk = E 8(!+f°•¢+¤°•t+t')Pi(r')Qj(c')Sk(t') (3.25)
(r',c',t')aRxCxT

Determination of all coeffieients of the polynomials in

the basis set need not proceed independently. Some of the

partial sums needed for one are useful in another. Some of

the previously computed partial sums are useful as well

[Lee(l981)]. For example, to determine coefficients aijh gf

thß P¤lY¤¤¤i¤l Pi(r)Qj(c)Sh(t) for i=0,....N, j=0,...,M, and
a fixed h, the partial sums,

t'aT

can be used.

In the same way, for the coefficients aigh cf the
p¤1y¤¤mi¤1S Pi(r)Qg(c)Sh(t) for i=o,...,N and fixed g
and h, the partial sum

A(r) = E B(r,c+c')Qg(c') (3.26)
e'eC

can be used. Hence the coefficient afgh fex fixed f,g,

and h is determined by

afgh = E A(r+r')Pf(r'). (3.27)

r'sR

For the constant polynomial, its convolution

complexity can be reduced to 3 operations on the sums
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determined already. For example, let Pf(t) = ks k is s
coustant and let the coefficient, afgh, bg ggmputed for

the neighborhood whose center is at the coordinate

(r-1,c,t) by ‘ I

I8 sgh = E A(r—1+r')Pf(r') = k E A(r-1+r')
r'eR r'eR (3.28)

Thßß thß ¢08ffi¢i¢¤t 8fgh for the neighborhood whose
center is at (r,c,t) is determined by

I

afgh = { a sgh — A(r-1-W) + A(r+W) } k (3.29)

where W=|RI/2.

Specifically, let

B0(r.c) = E g(r,c,t)
teR

B (r,c) = E S (t)g(r,c.t)1 1tsR

B (r,c) = E S (t)g(r,c,t)2 2tsR

B3(r,c) = E S3(t)g(r,c,t)

Then the fitting coefficients aijh oam be dotermined from

the convolution path shown in Fig 3.4.
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BO(r,c)=Zg(r,c,t)

=§B0(r,c) é§cB0(r,c) =§c2B0(r,c) =§c3BO(r,c)
C ¢ C C

8101: a110= a210= aO20= a120=
I I I I I

°ooo= 8100: a200= °aoo= °oso=
2 2

I I I I I

Fig 3.4 Datermination of Fitting Coefficients
Over 3D Ncighborhood
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B1(r,c)=2tg(r,c„t)

A01(r) A11(r) A21(r)

C C C

*001: *101: *201: *011: *111:
§A01(r) ErAO1(r) §r2A01(r) §A11(r) §rA11(r)
I I I I I

’ *021:

. I

_ 2 _ 3

A02(r) A12(r) AO3(r)
=§B2(r,c) =§cB2(r,c) =§B3(r,c)

·C C C

*002: *102: *012: *003:

I I I I

Fig 3.4 Continucd
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3.3 Computed Optic Flow Images

In this section, we compute optic flow from an underlying

function estimated by the technique described in the last

section for synthesized image sequences and a real image

time sequence, and show the results comparing with the Horn

and Schunk's..

To confirm that the facet technique works, we first test

the algorithmn on 3 kinds of synthesized image sequences.

The image sequences describe the movement of a brightness

ellipsoid first in translation in a plane parallel to the

image plane, second in contraction of the brightness

ellipsoid , and third in rotation about the optic axis. The

time interval between two consecutive images in a sequence

corresponds to one pixel difference in an image. Next, we

apply the facet technique to a real image sequence. The

image sequence shows a car turning with unknown velocity at

a cross section. In all cases, we compare the facet derived

optic flow with the Horn and Schunk optic flow.

.
To compute an optic flow vector of a pixel on the image

at t = O, we determine the underlying function over its 3D

neighborhood using a 3D cubic discrete orthogonal polynomial

basis, and, next, derive the 4 constraining equations (3.14)

on the row and column components of the optic flow vector at

the center of the pixel. To solve the over—constrained

equations, we, first, obtain two singular values using the
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Singular Value Decomposition routine of the Linpack routines

[Dongarra et al. 79], and, next. determine the least square

solution from the singular values.
r

Using a 5x5x5 neighborhood on the time sequence of an

ellipsoid moving with the velocity of x/t = -.8 and

z/t = -1, shown in Fig 3.5, we obtain the optic flow image

shown in Fig 3.6. At the pixels on or near the boundary of

the ellipsoid, the optic flow vector does not show the

correct movement of the ellipsoid because these

neighborhoods contain a mixture of stationary background and

moving ellipsoid, thereby providing inconsistent information

for fitting. The reason for the inconsistency is that the

center pixel may be in the stationary background but it has

neighbors which are not. These neighbors generate an

estimated surface which has some curvature for the center

pixel.

To reject an optic flow vector obtained from such a

neighborhood, we compute the ratio of the smaller to the

larger of the two principal curvatures from the underlying

gray tone intensity surface determined at t = 0. From the

histogram of this curvature ratio over all the neighborhoods

in the image sequence, shown in Fig 3.7, we nctice a

dominant peak at about .025 which corresponds to the

majority of pixels having correct optic flow directions.

Thus, we can determine a threshold value for the ratio at
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about .05. Pixels with a ratio greater than the threshold

are omitted. Fig 3.8 illustrates this result.

The pixels which still have incorrect directions

correspond to neighborhoods with large fitting errors over

the center pixel. Fig 3.9 illustrates a histogram of the

center pixel residual fitting errors for those pixels

surviving the curvature ratio test. Again, there is a

dominant peak at a small fitting error corresponding to the

majority of pixels having correct optic flow directions. We

will reject pixels having a too large neighborhood fitting

error. Thresholding the original optic flow image with the

curvature ratio of .05 and rejecting the optic flow vectors

obtained from the underlying function having relative

fitting error of more than 1, we have the optic flow image

shown in Fig 3.10. Rejecting the vectors having fitting

error of more than .01, we have the optic flow image shown

in Fig 3.11. We compare this optic flow image with the ideal

optic flow image by computing the absolute error norm at

each pixel. Fig 3.12 shows this absolute error norm which

has the average error of .08.

For the time sequence of the brightness ellipsoid

contracting with the magnification factor .95 shown in

Fig 3.13, we obtain the optic flow image shown in Fig 3.14

where we thresholded the original optic flow image with the

ratio .05 and rejected the vectors obtained from underlying
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function having fitting error of more than 1. In the same

way, for the time sequence of the ellipsoid rotating

clockwise around the optic axis with the angular velocity .1

radian/sec shown in Fig 3.15, we obtain the optic flow image

shown in Fig 3.16. We compare this optic flow image with

the ideal optic flow image by computing the absolute error

norm at each pixle. Fig 3.17 shows this error norm which has

the average error of .192.

For the time sequence of real images shown in Fig 3.18,

we obtain optic flow image shown in Fig 3.19 where we

thresholded the original optic flow image with the two

singular value ratio of .05 and rejected the vectors

obtained from underlying function. having fitting error of

more than .05. In Fig 3.19, we show the approximate

boundary of the moving car.

For comparison, we obtain optic flowg images from the

above image sequences using the algorithm suggested by Horn

and Schunk 81. Using 64 iterations, we obtain in Fig 3.20

the optic flow image for the translation sequence of

Fig 3.5, the optic flow image in Fig 3.21 for the

contraction sequence of Fig 3.13, the optic flow image in

Fig 3.22 for clockwise rotation of Fig 3.15, and the optic

flow image in Fig 3.23 for the real image sequence of

Fig 3.18. In Fig 3.23, we show the approximate boundary of

the moving car.
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The Horn and Schunk optic flow images have vectors

varying smoothly in its length and directions because of the

imposed smoothness constraint in the algorithm while the

optic flow images obtained by the facet approach have

irregular vectors at the pixels near the boundary of the

ellipsoid. The facet approach must reject these pixels on

the basis of the fitting error and the curvature ratio of

the fitting surface at the pixels. Notice also that the

optic flow image obtained by Horn and Schunk's method for

the ellipsoid in uniform rotational motion does not show the

correct movement of the ellipsoid because the method the

technique uses to estimate the partial derivatives,

especially with respect to time, is not appropriate for the

smooth surface of the ellipsoid in uniform rotation.

In terms of the computational complexity, the Horn and ~

Schunk's algorithm computes the optic flow iteratively until

the largest uniform region, whose size is not known in

advance, is filled. However, the facet approach computes the

optic flow based on the underlying fitting function which

can be estimated with known computational complexity

beforehand when the 3D neighborhood size is given. The

number of operations per iteration needed for the Horn and

Schunk's method is 60 operations, i.e. 24 operations for

estimating the partial derivatives, 18 operations for

estimating the Laplacian of the flow velocities, and 18

operations for updating the flow velocities, while that
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needed for the facet technique is 250 operations for each

convolution plus 80 operations needed to solve the 4x2

linear system using the Singular Value Decomposition per

each pixel when a 5x5x5 neighborhood is used. Supposing 64

iterations are needed for the Horn and Schunk's method, then
2

the Horn and Schunk's method needs approximately 11 times

more operations than the facet approach needs.
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s I

— I\ \ “

t=é

Fig 3.5 Time sequence of an ellipsoid in translation

in a plane parallel to the image plane. The ellipsoid

is moving to the left at a velocity of .8 pixels per

frame and downward at a velocity of 1 pixel per frame.
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Fig 3.7 Histogram of ratio of smaller to larger

principal curvatures of all surface f1ts at t 0.
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Fig 3.8 Facet approach optic flow image using only

those pixels having a smaller to larger principal

curvature ratio of less than .05 from the translation

sequence of Fig 3.5.
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Fig 3.9 Histogram of neighborhood fitting error for

all pixels
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Q,”«
~” ”*//2’«/I4?

Fig 3.10 Facet approach optic flow image from the

translation sequence of Fig 3.5 using only those
pixels having a smaller to larger principal curvature

ratio of less than .05 and a fitting error of less
than l.
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Fig 3.11 Facet approach optic flow image from the

translation sequence of Fig 3.5 using only those

pixels having a smaller to larger principal curvature

ratio of less than .05 and a fitting error of less

than .01.
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Fig 3.12 Absolute Error Norms Computed from the Optic

Flow Image in Fig 3.11 and Its Ideal Optic Flow Image.
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Fig 3.13 Time sequence of an ellipsoid contracting the

size of the ellipsoid decrease at a rate of .95 pixels

per frame.
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xFig3.14 Facet approach optic flow image from the

coutracting ellipsoid of Fig 3.13.
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Fig 3.15 Time sequence of an ellipsoid moving in

rotation about the optic axis with a clockwise

velocity of .1 radians per frame.
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Fig 3.17 Absolute Error Norms Computed from the Optic

Flow Image in Fig 3.16 and Its Ideal Optic Flow Image.
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Fig 3.18b Real Image Sequence ( t=-1 )
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Fig 3.18c Real Image Sequence ( t=0 )
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Fig 3.19 Facet approach optic flow image from the part

inside the square marked at 3rd image of the real

image sequence of Fig 3.18.
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e111pso1d translation sequence of Fig 3.5.
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Fig 3.23 Horn and Schunk optic flow image from the

part inside the square marked at 3rd image of the real

image sequence of Fig 3.18.



CHAPTER IV

ITERATIVE MOTION AND DEPTH RECOVERY

In this chapter we consider the case of rigid objects

moving with a possibly combined translational and rotational

motion and a stationary camera. In section 4.1, we discuss

the motion equations for rigid bodies. In section 4.2 we

derive the fundamental optic flow equations for rigid body

motion and in section 4.3 show how from some subset of the

optic flow field it is possible to compute the object

translational and rotational velocity parameters and the

depth. Of course, the translational velocity and the depth

are only computable to within an arbitrary scale factor if

no absolute distance or velocity information is available

for one point on each object. In section 4.4 we present

results.

4.1 Rigid Body Motion

In rigid body motion, there is no internal motion of

points in or on the rigid body. The points must always

maintain a fixed position relative to one another. All its

points move with the body as a whole. Hence, the moving

position of each point in or on the moving rigid body can be

88
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represented by the same rotational and translational

transformation of the point from its initial position. This

implies that there exists a rotation matrix R(t) and

translation vector T(t) such that for all points P in or on

the rigid body

1>(t) = R(t)P(0) + '1‘(:) (4.1)

Here, P(O) represents the initial position of the given

point. R(0) = I and T(0) = 0.

The motion of each point in or on the rigid body is

described by its velocity vector which is just the time

derivative of its position. Thus upon taking the time

derivative of (4.1), we obtain

Ü(t) = ä(t)P(O) + T(t) (4.2)

We can reexpress P of equation (4.2) in terms of its current

position rather than initial position by solving (4.1) for

P(O) and substituting R'1(t)(P(t) — T(t)) for P(O) in (4.2).

This yields

P(t) = H(t)R'1(t)P(t) + T(t) — H(t)R'1(t)T(t) (4.6)

To simplify (4.3), we let

$(1:) = ä(t)R'1(t) = iz(t)R'(:) (4.4)

and k(t) = T(t) — S(t)T(t) (4.5)

to obtain
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i>(t) = s(:)P(t) + k(¢) (4.6)

‘ The system of first order ordinary linear differential

equations represented by equation (4.6) can be uniquely

solved for P(t) in terms of the initial position P(0)

P(t) (4.7)6 6 v

Equation (4.7) says that the description of motion in

equation (4.6) is equivalent, in the sense of having the

identical information, to the description of point position

in equation (4.1).

From equation (4.4),

R(t) — s(t)R(1;) = 0 .

which implies that

R(t) = exp(} S(u)du) (4.8)‘ 6

since R(0) = I. From equation (4.5)

T(t) = exp(} S(u)du)(k(v))dv (4.9)
° v

since T(0) = 0. Hence the infermation in the motion

description (S(t), k(t)) is sufficient to recover the

rotation and translation transformations as well as the

position description. We will find it convenient to use the
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motion description (S(t), k(t)) instead of the motion‘

description (R(t)• T(t)) since (S(t), k(t)) ties the current

_ velocity with the current position.

Before relating the optic flow with the velocity of

points in the rigid body, it is appropriate to further

understand the meaning of equation (4.6). Reexpressing k(t)

in terms of S(t) and T(t) we have

Pt:) = S(t)(P(t) — T(t)) + T(t) (4.10)

If there were no rotational component, B(t) would be exactly

T(t). This suggests that S(t)(P(t) · T(t)) must be tied to

the velocity of the motion due to angular rotation.

P(t) — T(t) is just the position of the point relative to

the frame whose origin is at T(t) and S(t)(P(t) — T(t)) must

therefore be the same as

Q(t) x (P(t) - T(t)) where Q(t) is the angular velocity of

the rigid body.

This can be understood in a more formal way by first

showing that S(t) is skew symmetric, S(t) = —S(t)'. and then

relating the action of a skew symmetric matrix on a given

vector with the cross product of a vector whose components

are the unique entries in the skew symmetric matrix and the

given vector. Differentiating

I = R(t)R'(t) with respect to time yields

0 = R(t)li'(t) + li(t)R'(t)
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·

= R(t)Ä'(t) + s(t)

= (Ä(t)R'(t))' + S(t)

= s(t)' + S(t) (4.11)

Hence, S(t) must have the term

° ·~,(t) ey(t>]
0 —e,(t)|

L-“y(t) ex(t) 0 J
Now notice that

‘ S‘*’P‘*’ )' = ‘ ”“z(t)Py(t)+wy(t)Pz(t).

“z(t)Px(t)-wx(t)Pz(t). -wy(t)Px(t)+wxPy(t). )

wh¤r¤ P<t>' = <Px(t>, Py(t). Pz(t)).

This expression is exactly the same as the cross product

e(t) r P(t)

wh=r¢ “<¢>' = <9,<t>, ey<t>, e„<t>>.

Thae we can describe the rigid body motion given by equation
(4.10) by

P(t) = ¤(t) r P(t) + k(t) (4.12)
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4.2 The Fundamental Optic Flow Equations

Thp P°i¤* P' = (P,, Py, PZ) on the moving aigia body has
perspective projection (x,z) on the image plane which we

take to be a distance f in front of the camera lens which is

the origin. The motion of P (that is, its velocity) causes

motion of its perspective projection (x,z) on the image. We

denote by (u„v) the velocity of the point (xyz) as shown in

Fig 4.1. The optic flow image is the image in which each

pixel (x,z) has its own velocity (u,v) as its value.

The fundamental optic flow depth equation relates the

motion of the 3D point P with the perspective projection

(x.z) of P and the motion (u,v) of (x,z). By the geometry

of the perspective projection we have

f £P'(=·f·p) = ;‘ (P,. Py. P,) = Q- (4.13)
Y Y

To change equation (4.13) into the optic flow, we take time

derivatives of both sides of (4.13).

P . .(x,o,z) = S-; [PyP° ' PYP'] (4.14)
y y

For P we substitute Q x P + k (from (4.12)) and for (x,z) we

substitute (u,v). This results in

£ 1p fl;
(u,o,v) = —· (Q x P)' + -— k' - ——! P' (4.15)py py pyz
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Fig 4.1 Geometry of optic flow vector (u,v).
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To get as many terms as possible in the known image

coordinates rather than the 3D point coordinate, we use
(4.13) and substitute

P
-2 (x,f,z) for P' in (4.15) to obtain
f

Of P
(u,o,v) = (Q x (x,f,z)')' + —— k' — —X (x,f,z)' (4.16)P PY Y

Equation (4.16) is the first fundamental optic flow

equation. From (4.16), it follows
P

Py[(u,o,v) - (Q x (x,f.z)')'] + Py(x,f,z)' = fk'

Multiplying both sides by k x (x,f,z)', we obtain

Py[(u,o,v) — (Q x (x,f,z)')'] k x (x,f,z)' = 0 (4.17)

Si¤°°
py # O, we obtain the second fundamental optic flow

equation

lx] [xl [xl(u.¤.v)[k x|£|1=[k x Irl 1· m 1 IPI1 <4.16>lz] lz] lz]

Equation (4.18) is concise and important because it does not

involve any depth information. Based on it, a unified and

stable linear scheme can be developed to compute motion

parameters and other related information. This is done in

chapter 5. However, in this section we develop a technique

to simultaneously recover the motion parameters and the

depth information from equation (4.16) directly.
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There are three special cases of (4.16) which it is

appropriate to examine further. The first case arises when

there is no angular velocity; Q = 0. The second case arises

when the combined rotational and translational motion makes

k = 0. The third case is the general case.

If Q = 0, then from equation (4.12) we have Ü = k so

that Py = ky. 'In this case, the first fundamental optic
flow equation (4.12) becomes

We can rewrite (4.19) as

[xxl
In'! 1 Is —x oI II I= ·· I I IP,1 14..01IPI P, Io —z r1 lk!

Z]

Equation (4.20) has general solution

Ikxl lxl 1.1I P, 1 1Ikyl = 1 lfl + -— lol (4.21)I rIP,1 1.1 1.1
where A is an arbitrary constant. Equation (4.21) shows

that (kx,ky,kz)' must be in the plane determined by the line
of sight ray A(x,f,z)' and the back projected velocity

V°°t°t (P,/f)(u,o,v)'. The arbitrariness of A means that
any information about the velocity component that the point

has in the direction of the line of sight is lost in the

perspective projection and cannot be recovered from the
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observed (u,v).

If k=O (the second case), from equation (4.12) we have
P = Q x P so that

I
Py = (—mxPz+mzPx) = (—mxz+mzx)Py/f

where Q = (mx. my, mz). Hence, equation (4.16)
becomes

or

(“·V):(”“zf+myz+mxzx/f-mzx2/f' ”“y:+m,f+mxz2/f”“zxz/f)which can be rewritten
[mx]{ul 1 [ xzfz=— m (4.22)

lv] f [z2+f2 -fx —:z 1 l yl
lmzj

Equation (4.22) has general solution

Iwx1 [,1 [-,,„ 1 (,2+£2)vlI I 1 (4.23)lw = 1 f + 0 —--—-—--——-I vl I I I I f(x2+z2+f2)
Lwzl lll L—(z2+f2)° +

xzvlwhereA is an arbitrary constant. Equation (4.23) shows

that (ll) n •
-x,my,mz) must be in the plane determined by

the line of sight ray (:,f,z)' and the back projected

angular velocity vector (-xzu + (:2 + f2)v, O, —(z2+f2)u +
xzv)/f(x2+z2+f2). The arbitrariness of L means that any
information about the angular velocity component that the

point has in the direction of the line of sight is lost in



the perspective projection and cannot be recovered from the

observed (u,v).
In the general case,

. P P
Py = gz (wzx — wxz) + ky (4.24)

Substituting (4.24) into (4.16) and rearranging produces the

linear equation

lkx1{UP,. —x/py o ZZ1f Z
O -z/Py f/py (z2+f2)/f —x —xz/f J 1w:1 -

[V1LZ;}
(4.25)

The kernel of

{f/py —x/Py O xz/fzI
O —z/Py f/py (z2+f2)/f —x —xz/f J

is spanned by the orthogonal veetors

lx] lol I xzPy 1 [ -(x2+£2+z2)Py 1
III I¤I I zrPyIIzl

lol l—<x2+£2)Py1 1 0 1
IOI lxl I fz I I xz I
lol Isl I —x£ I I zf I
Lol. Ilz]. L O J. L —(x2+f2) J

The basis vectors of the kernel have a specific

geometric interpretation. To understand this interpretation

recall that k has three degrees of freedom and Q has three
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degrees of freedom. Fix a point (x,z) on the image. The

line of sight direction is (x,f,z)'. A plane orthogonal to

this line of sight is spanned by the orthogonal vectors

(xz,fz,—(x2+f2))' and (-f,x,0). Thus any (kx'ky’kz)• could
be represented as ·

rk!) [xl [ xz l l—fl (x2+f2+z2)P
Ikyl = cklfl + ßkPy I fz I + 7kI xI ··—·————·——X

1*.1 g lzl 1-«„2+02>1 1 01 f
Similarly any Q = (wx,wy,wz)• could be

represented as

Vw;] [xl I xz 1 I—fl
I°*yI = aglfl + ßnl rz I + ·m<-£>l xl
10,1 LZ1 1—«f2+¤“>1 1 01
The first basis vector (x,f,z,0,0,0)' of the kernel of

(4.25) indicates that any part of k in the line of sight

direction (x,f,z)' is lost in the projected motion on the

image. That is, all projected motion due to a non—zero ak

results in zero motion on the projection. Similarly, the

second basis vector (0.0,0,x,f,z)’ of the kernel of (4.25)

indicates that any part of Q in the line of sight direction

(x,f,z)' is lost in the projected motion on the image. That

is, all projected motion due to a non—zero ag results in
zero motion on the projection.

Whereas the first two six dimensional basis vectors
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indicate how motion due to k or Q in the direction along the

line of sight is lost in the projection, the second two

basis vectors indicate in what ways the independent motions

of k and Q can cancel each other on the projection. The

third basis vector indicates that any value ßk can take
which would result in some projected motion on the image is

PY¢°i$¢1Y ¤¤¤¤¢1¤d bY B9 taking the identical value.
Likewise, the fourth basis vector indicates that any value

Yk can take which would result in some projected motion on
the image is precisely canceled by yu taking the idantical
value. The observed projected motion is solely due to the

diff°r°u°° b¤#w¤=¤ Bk and B9 and by the difference between
Yk and YQ

A particular solution of (4.25) can be obtained from (4.21) k

lk,1 1.1
lky1 py lol
lkzl = -- lvl
lwxl f lol
'“*yl lol
l~,1 101

Thus, the general solution to (4.25) is given by
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rk,] Ix] I01 I xzPy 1 I—(x2+f2+=2IPy 1 IuI
Ik,1 I£I lol 1 200, 1 P 101y
Jk2|=x1IzI+x2I0I+x3I-(x2*f2)PyI+x4I 0 I+ --IvI
lex; 101 lx} | fz I I xz I fIOI
Jwyl IOI I£I I -x£ I I zf I I0|
IG,1 101 IzI 1 0 1 1 I IGI

’ (4.26)

The algebraic meaning of (4.26) can be understood

directly if we work out the general solution in terms of

(°k•Bk,Yk,ag,ßg,yg) instead of in terms of

(kx,ky,kz,wx,wy,wz). After performing the change of
basis we obtain

V0k1 [A1] pPy(x2+f2)(0x+vz)/rl
Ißku JIÄSI

1 1 (PPP-«x2+f2>v>/G I
JY I = Ix I + ———-—--——--—-———-I -¤£ Ik ‘ (x2+02>1x2+02+„z>
I¤P1 IÄZI I G I

I13I I o I
I

[*0] I*4] l ° _ J

This equation says that since kl end A2 ete independent,
ak and an can be arbitrary. However, Bk and B9 are
constrained since they are associated with the same ke end

Yk and YQ are eonstrained since they are associated with
the same A4_ Henee,
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xzu — (x2+f2)vBk = ß“ + YIEIEYSZZEIEEIQEXE
· ufYk = "“ ' IIEIEEYYZEIHIZES

4.3 Position and Motion Determination from Optic Flow

We assume 8 set Q = of pixels all of
which arise from the perspective projection of the same

moving rigid body and all of which have the observed

corresponding opticflownot
have to correspond to the full set of pixels which are

the perspective projection of an object. Now we want to use

the observed optic flow to determine the motion of the rigid

body. First we consider the case for translational motion

only. Then we consider the case when k=0. Finally, we will

consider the general case of rotational and translational

motion.

Suppose Q=0. From equation (4.21), it is obvious that

Ä=ky/f. Thus we seek to find kx, ky, kz and Py, py

depending on x and z, which minimize the difference between

the left and right hand sides of equation (4.21). Setting

this up as a least squares problem, we seek to find kx' ky,

kz, and Py, which minimizes
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N V1! k I' 1 P I' 1 ’_ x y !n yn un82"Z1I!Lk|———||-—-—||||2 (*27)“' Z.! f 12;,] £. lvnl

Because the structure of (4.27) is special there is a nice

least squares solution procedure which permits the solution

f°r kx, ky, kz to be obtained as the eigenvector having
smallest eigenvalue of a 3x3 matrix and then the solution

f°r Pyn, n=1,...,N to be obtained in terms of kx, ky; and
kzi

To see how this happens, note that multiplication by an

orthonormal matrix does not change norms. Hence,

2 _ N 1 (VZ kyfx,,1 Py„I'¤„1! 28 · XII--2----2l I II |———| !-———| II II8*1 8,, +8,, .8,, v„J LlkZ! f lz„! f lvZ!]
(4.28)

Upon expanding (4.28) we have

2
82 1 ullzll.-xllvll 2(Vnkx ky · uukz)

(4.29)
(x u +v ) Pn n nzn yn

Upon taking the partial derivative of (4.29) with respect to

¢a°h P and setting this partial to zero and solving foryn

Pyn we obtain

P
uukxf — (xnu¤+v¤zn)ky + vukzf

= —————----—-———-—-——-—-—-————- (4.308** V Z V V Z )
n n
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N°t° that this Valus f°r Pyu makes the second term in (4.29)
Gqual to Z8I0• HBHCC

N 1 u. g = . nZn“xnVn 2
x,ky, kx, n=1 (un n (4.31kz•Pyn xy-x. I

Let

1 I ¤¤zu_xuvn [kxII2
8* = ———···———· ( v -———-———— -u ) Ik II= 2 2 I

°’ ’ Z Yn 1 un +vn f k II
Z

-uIlv11’ XI E “"2'““5’E E ‘‘‘‘‘E"'E”2“ E ···z··*2·2 I'k¤I1 1 1 <¤„ +”„ I f‘“„ *“„ I ‘“„ **„ I II 1I I I II I
I I I II I
I I I 2 II I
lk I IE

vn(unzn-xnvu) (unz¤—xnvn) ·uu(unzn—xnvn)II
I--------——--- ------------ -------------- k

I
yl

I f(un2+V¤2)2 f2(u¤2+vn2)2 f(un2+v¤2)2 II
yl

I I I II I
I I I II I

II I—-——-—---— —-—-————-—-——— —-—-—-—--- Ilx IZ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 Z
L J I (un +vn ) f(v¤ +v¤ I (un +v¤ I Jl I

fx,1
= Ikx ky xz] A Ixyl (4.621Ikzj

From (4.32) it is obvious that the quadratic form for es

is minimizsd bY ths (kx, ky, kz) which is the eigenvector of
the matrix A having smallest eigenvalue.

Suppose k=O. From equation (4.23) it is obvious that
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Ä = my/f. Thus we seek to find mx, my, and mz
which minimize the difference between the left and right _

hand sides of equation (4.21). Setting this up as a least

squares problem, we seek to find mx, my, and mz which
minimizes

2 282 = IIIw‘I -«8°Öä'>I‘°I - ig----- I-"‘z"°"+("‘ + f )v”III2= 2 2 2I- 2 2n 1 mz] f Lzn] f +xn +zn (zu +f )uu + xnznunj

=
N

2+f2) 3+ 2f+ 2f))2E1 (mx-myxu/f + (x¤z¤uu—(xx VN)/(f En 2„

33)

Taking the partial derivative of ez with respect to

wx, my, and mz and setting them to zero results in

I N IEEE 0 I IN I IE"‘¤”¤‘“¤“¤"¤*”¤f2)I
I £ I I XI I (f2+x¤2+zn2> II I I I I I{zig; 2;;::; im I I I 8 I“yI

= I- · E (xnvn — znun) II r I2 r I I r
I I I I I I
I O -§z„ N I I I I§1«x„N„-z„¤„>z„-„„f2>I

'*'* 0) ..„..................
L f J I. ZI I (f2+x 2+z 2) II1 II.

(4.34)
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Solving (4.34) for my we obtaxx

° 2 2 2 2

f
” Ez¤E((zxun—xnvn)zn +u¤f2)/(f2+x¤2+zn2)

Y ‘ ’’''’''’''’'''E"'E"Z'''’’'E'Z'‘°’'’E'’'‘’'''‘°°““°N

··Thenit quickly follows that

w
my Exn/f - E ((znun-x¤v¤)x¤—v¤f2) / <f3+=äf+¤äf>

Z- N (4.36)

Z- N (4.37)
For the case of general translational and rotational

motion we use equation (4.24) and seek to find values of kx_
ky, kz, mx, my, mz and Pyn which minimize the squared
6I1‘01‘

IkI 1; I' I P I I2 _ x y xn yn un8 - § II 1 1 - —— 1 1 — ——— 1 1¤ kzj P Lznj P I.v„.l
(4.38)2 2

+ Üzäxa I
‘¤“¤

I + QYBY2 I
“¤I

- m£BYB I‘¤ ZZ
I 1122 2 2f LP. ..81 P L—x„] 8 L =„z„ 1

under the constraint that

Pyn = I

where I is a given positive constant.
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To find the minimizing value for the parameters, we let

= 2 2 - 2§ 6 + L (2 Pyx I ) (4.39)
‘ 11

Taking the partial derivative of § with respect to each of the

parameters and setting the partial derivative to zero leads to

[*,1 I Pynun/f I
[A BI Ikyl I—Pyn(vnz¤+u¤xn)/fz [
[ [ [*,I = E I Pynvu/f I °

2IB· cl lex; ¤ I

P(4.40)
where

f 1 -—— o II r II 2 I
A = E

I xn xn2+zn zu [
e I P r2 6 II I

I -zu
IL 0 -—- 1£
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I {ais E2 - -EaiIf2 I
I {2 { rz I

II -(xn2+zn2+£2) xn2+zn2+£2 I ·
B = _____________E Py¤ I fs “¤

°
°°°’'‘£ä‘°‘¤ I

I
2 2

I
I

I IL fz { {2 I

I igiiäiiigiifilf - ig - nn»1;ä;‘Ef€IEäZI
I

{4 { r4 I· I
C

Zn
In yn

I f f2 f I
2I- Öeäaiäälif-LEÄL - fa szäiiiliiigfigil

L {4 { f4 I

and

('kx+kyxn/f)(wxxnzn + wyznf - wz(xn2+f2) ” unf)

P
wyxnf — wzxnzn — vnf) + Kfz

ya wxznxn “z(xn2+f2) 2
( ”''''” + "·‘ Z — -————-———- — u )f Y n f n

+ Iäzffaiffil - ”=‘¤‘¤ 2
f

myln " ""'?"" ' Vn)

(4.41)

Equation (4.40) and (4.41) can be solved iteratively. Set

tu° iuitial Pyn = I/N and use this value in (4.40) to solve
for the motion parameters kx’ kyn kz, mx, my, and mz.
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Then substitute those values into (4.41) to solve for Pyn
N°w' adjust Ä t° mak° E Pyn = I. Finally, use these
Values °f Pyn in (4.40) and continue to iterate until the
changes are small enough.

4.4 Convergence and Uniqueness

In this section we introduce convex functions and we use

them to show that the iterative motion and relative depth

recovery technique developed in the previous section

guarantees a unique solution.

Let Rm be a m-dimensional real Euclidean space for any

positive number m. Let 9 be a numerical function defined on

Rm, The function is said to be convex at q18Rm if for any
qzsgm and Ogagl

(1'°)6(q1) + a6(q2) g 9((1-u)q1+aq2) (4.42)

The function 6 is said to be convex if it is convex at each

q6Rm[MANGASARIAN(1969)]. The function 6 is strictly

convex when the equality in (4.42) holds if and only if

q1=q2. Concerning the minimization of a strictly convex
function, we have the following useful result.

Lgmmm 4.; When a function 9 defined on Rm is strictly
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eonvex, it has the unique minimum solution qaekm such that

6(q ) = min 9(q).8 qaRm

B£22i Lat qa be a minimum of 9. Suppose qb, qb # qa, is
another minimum such that 9(qb) = g(qa)_ Theh’ bv the Strict
convexity of 9 at qa, wa have

°((1“°)qa+aqb) < (1-a)9(qa) + a9(qb) = 9(qa)

for 0<a<1. This contradicts the assumption that 9(qa)isa
minimum’ and'

h°n°°’
qh could not be another minimum

solution.

QIEODI

Let h be the minimizing function § in (4.39) which can

be expressed as

Mkxlkylkzjwxlwylwzlpylj•••lPyN) '

= §{ ka — (xh/f)ky — (uh/f)Pvh + (xhzh/f2)“xPva
2 2 2+ (zn/f)wypyn - (xn/f +1)wzpyn}

+ E1 xa - (za/f)kv - (va/f)Pva+*

^
‘

Epyn - 1 ) (4.43)

where X is adjusted such that EPyn=I_ Fer the
convergence of the technique, let
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denote the function h in (4.43)_ defined on the manifold

(subspace) specified by given Py¤¤=1___N and let

8(Py1,...,PyN; kx,ky,kz,wx,wy,wz) l
(4.45)

be h defined on the manifold by given kxl ky' kz, mx
wy, and mz. The function f can be expressed as

2

+ 1 E ( Pyn - 1 ) (4.46)

where

kxandthe function g can be expressed as

2 2

+ 1 ( E pyn — 1 ) (4.47)

where

81n(Pyn)=(kx—xuky/f)+{wxxnzn+myz¤f·wz(xä+f2)'“nf]Pyn/fz
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8 (P )—(k - k /f)+ ( 2+f2)““ 2Zu yn — Z zu y { wxzn yxnf-wZxnzZ-vu}Pyn/f •

Then we have the following lemmas.

Lgggg Q.; The non-degenerate function f is strictly convex

and, hence, f has the unique minimum solution.

Prag; L¤t
q __ 68 ” (kxa»kya•kza•“xa•“ya•“za) 8 R

and

q = (R R R R6-b xb• yb» zb•“xb·“yb•“zb) 8

Then, for O<a<l, we have from (4.46) that fin and fzu are
COIIVGX

f1¤((1-a)qa+aqb) = (1—a)f1n(qa) + af1n(qb),

f2n((1—a)qa+aqb) = (1—a)f2¤(qa) + af2¤(qb),
and

f<<l-¤>qa+aqb> = E£§„<<1-¤>q„+¤qb> + Zr§„<<1—¤>q,+¤q„>

+ 7; _( Epyn 1 7

* ^
‘ 2Pyn — 1 7

For the convexity of the function f, we compute
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(1-a)f(qa) + af(qb) - f((1—a)qa+aqb)
= — 2(1 °)° E ff1n<qn)—f1n<qb>}
+ <1‘a>¤ E zf2„<qa>—f2„<ub>12

which means that

(1‘a)f‘¤„> + af(qb) > f((1—a)qa+aqb)

'nan 0<d<1 and ¤,¢qb. Thus tnc function f is ctnict1y
i convex and by Lemma 4.1 f has the unique minimum solution.

Q.E.D.

In the similar way, we have

Lgmmm Q.; The non-degenerate function g is strictly convex

and, hence, has the unique minimum solution.

Prog; The proof is similar to that used in Lemma 4.2.

Due to the strict convexity of the functions f and g, .we

can minimize the function h iteratively. Let ki ki ki
xl yl zl

wi, wi, and wi be the motion parameter valuesx y z
determined at the i—th iteration andletthe

relative depths determined at the same iteration. Let fi

and gi be the function values such that

fi = f(ki ki ki wi wi wi_ Pi-1 Pi—1 )xt ya Zn xr yl zay1•••••and
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'h°r° Po n=l...N are given initial depths. Then we have theyn
following theorem.

Ihggggm 4.; A minimum solution of the function h in (4.43)

can be obtained iteratively.

Pgggi The iterative technique developed in the previous

section determine ki, kä, ki, wi, w;) and wi uniquely
such that

fl = min f(kx„rky.•kz•(|)x:wy.•(|)z;Pi-—§nn=1•••N)by

solving the linear system (4.40) because the function f

is strictly convex for given hanca’ has
the unique minimum solution at the critical point where the

gradient vector of f is zero. Because the function g is

also strictly convex for given ki, kg, k;_ wi, w;’ and
wi, we can determine P n=1,...,N uniquely from (4.41)z yn
sueh that

81 =mil!at

the same iteration.

Let

I i=1)•••|
>

be the sequence computed iteratively. For the) sequence to
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converge, the sequence of its objective function values must

converge. Specifically, the value gi+1 (or fi+1) computed

at the (i+l)—th iteration must be less than or equal to the

value gi (fi) computed at the i-th iteration. In the

following we will derive this relationship from (4.48) and

(4.49). Because f and g are the functions obtained from the

same function h, we have

. . i i i i i iigl-
= g(P}1.•••••PyN; kxnkyakznwxswynwz)

> f(ki+1 ki+l ki+1 wi+1 wi+l wi+l. pi _1 N)— x I y I z I x I y I z I •·•

= ' '+1 ‘+1 ‘+1 '+1 '+1 '+1

i+l i+l i+l i+l i+l i+l i+lL 8(P ynu=1___N; kx .ky .kz ,wx ,wy ,wz )

= g1+1 (4.50)

However, the function g is nounegative since EPyn=I and.
hence, the function g has the same value as that of sz in

(4.38) at each iteration. Thus, we have

sl L sz z•••L si 2 si+1---L s° L 9 (4-51)

which means that the sequence

i i i i i i i i ._
< 1‘°1;•••p >

converges to
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( kQ Q Q Q Q Q Q
·

x, ky, kz) mz, my, mz, Pynn=1...N )

QOEIDI

Is the minimum solution unique? Or is there any other

local minimum? In the following, we will answer the

question using the following lemma.

Lgggg 4.4 Let qeRm and let 6 be a quadratic function such

X that

6(q) = q'Bq + v'q + s (4.52)

where B, v, and s are given matrix, vector, and scalar,

respectively. If the function O has the critical point q*,

the function can be represented by

e(q) = (q—q*)B(q·q*) + a (4.53)

where d is a scalar given by s-q*'Bq*.

Prog; At the critical point q*, we have

86—-(q*) = 2Bq* + v = 0 (4.54)
öq

Multiplying (4.54) by q with a trivial addition, we have

2q'Bq* + q'v + q*'Bq* — q*'Bq* = 0 (4.55)

Subtracting (4.55) from (4.52), we have (4.53)

Q.E.D.
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Thggggg 4.2 A minimum solution of the function h in (4.43)

is unique.

££22i L°t (qa.pa) be the minimum solution of h obtained by
the iterative method. Suppose we have another local minimum

$°1“*i°° (qb.pb>. Let the manifolds Mp ehe Mpb beasubspaces of (q,p) for given pa and pb, raspadtivdly, and
1°t Ln and Ldb be subspaces of (p,q) for given qa and qb,a
respectively, as in Fig 4.2. Then, we have

<¤b,e.,> e habn hab
(qa·Pb) 8 Mpbm Lqa

L°t fa and fb be the function f in (4.46) defined on Mp anda
Mnb, respectively, and let ga and gb be the function g in
(4*47) d¢fi¤¢d °“ Ln and Ldb, respectively. Becausea
(qa,pa) and (qb,pb) must be the critical points for the
local minimum, by Lemma 4.4 we can represent fa and fb by

fa(q) = (q—qa)'Aa(q-qa) + da (4.56)

fb(q) = (q—qb)'Ab(q—qb) + db (4.57)

Vh°¥° Aa and Ab are 6x6 Hessian matrices obtained from
(4•43) f°t 8iV°“ Pa and pb, respeetively. Since fa and ga
have the same numerical value at (qa,na) and fb and ab have
the same numerical value at (qb,nb), we can represeut ga and
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$a(p) = (p—pa)'Bb(p—pa) + da (4.58)

8b(p) = (p—pb)'Bb(p—pb) + db (4.59)

'h°r° Ba and Bb are NxN Hessian matrices obtained from
(4•43) f°‘ giV°u qa and qb, respectively. Since

fa(qb)=gb(pa) and fb(qa)=ga(pb), we have _

(qb*qa)'Aa(qb—qa)+da = (pa—pb)'Bb(pa—pb)+db (4.60)

(qa‘qb)'Ab(qa·qb)+db = (pb—pa)'Ba(pb—pa)+da (4.61)

Adding (4.60) and (4.61), we have

(qb—qa)'(Aa+Ab)(qb—qa) = (pb—pa)'(Ba+Bb)(pb—pa) (4.62)

Let

qb = qa + Aqa

TbQ¤· f¤r siv=¤ vb, (4.62) .61.. 6..

qß = Q. · Aqa
which means that there are two local minimums of fb as shown
in Fig 4.2. This contradicts to Lemma 4.2 that f has the

unique minimum solution. Thus, we must have qb = qa_ By
the same argument, we have pb = pa

Q•E•D•
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I (q „p ') I L I(q „p )aL GM‘° ‘° I qu I b ‘° qb Pb—·x————-———— I —--———-—-————-—————x————
I II II I
I IM M I I Mpa I I pb
I II II L |
I qa I ·

< , L G Mqa p“I“ qa pa II
T<<1b'.pb>

Fig 4.z M8HlfO1dS Lq , Lq , MP , and Mp where (qa,pa)
a b a b

is the computed minimum solution of the function h

d . N+6 . .efined on (q„p)eR . Hypothesizing another local

minimum solution (qb,pb), we have two local minimum

solutions (qb,pb) and (qb',pb) of the function

h defined on the manifold Mp , This gqntgadicts
bto the strict convex function h defined on Mp
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4.5 Error Analysis of Small Noise Perturbation a

In this section we analyze noise perturbation of the

optic flow image and estimate error bounds on both the

motion parameter values and the relative depths determined.

Although we minimized the function h in (4.43) for the

given set of optic flow vectors in the
previous sections, in this section we consider them as

variables to investigate their effects on the minimum

solution. Let q, p, u, and v be the vectors such that

pandvThen,

k · ·x, ky, kz, mx, my, and mz, which are determined
by solving (4.40), are the implicit functions of p, u, and

V' ana Pyz is the explicit function of q, ux, and vz, as
shown in (4.41).

Let a rigid object having the relative depths of

move with motion k=(k§,k§,k;)' and
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and generate the optic flow image

Let the opticp flow image
experience a small noise perturbation and become

Suppose that the iterative
technique recovers motion parameters k=(E;’E;,§;)• and
Q=(ö;,w;,w;)', and the relative depths

from the perturbed optic flow
image. Then for the small perturbation of the optic flow

vectors, we have

(4.63a)
N Bk “*,ü*,?*) . N Bk '*,ü*,?*)

k*
_* __* _¥

Z ; kx +_E -—-—-—--———-—(ui-ui)+ ·-———--——-——-(vi-vi)
1-1 81i 1:1 avi

(4.63b)
N Bk “*,ü*,?*) N Bk '*,ü*,v*)

k* „ i* + E Y1? -'?)y - y ._1'“' a n1 ui V1 V11' ui i=1 övi
(4.63c)

N Bk “*,ü*,V*) N Bk '*,ü*,v*)
Z g kZ +__ ---—---——————(ui—ui)+ -—-—------— ·(v{—v1)1-1 öui 1:1 avi

(4.63d)
N Bw "*,ü*,?*) N Bw '*,ü*,$*)

w* „ ;* + E --1ig........(u•-;?)+E --111........(V -'?x — x . 1 1 . 1 V1)1-1 öui 1:1 avi
(6.63e)

N Bw ”*,ü*,?*) N Bw ”*,ü*,$*)»• „ ;· + E(„.-;e)+§ --Xig........(V.-;v)y - y i=1 au 1 1 __ 1 1
i 1-1 Bvi

(6.63f)
N Bw (;*,E*,?*) N Bw (;*,ü*,?*)

w* ~
—*

+
__E__________( *__*)+E

__E__________ *__*)

Z _ wZ _ ui ui (vi vi
1:1 au. i:1 av.1 1

and
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(6.63g)
öP (§*,ü*.?*) öP (§*,ü*.?*)P'- ~ F'- + —-ZE---—--————(¤#-E') + —-ZB—-————-—--<v•—v')YJ — YJ au_ J J av J JJ J

In the above, the true parameter values are approximated by

the first order Taylor series expansions of the u and v

components.

Let I

lu}-Eil ; 6/2 ana 6/2 I
for i = 1,...,N. Then a simple algebraic manipulation of

(4.63) leads to

(6.64a)

Ik*—*-k I < 6{ I——---—-—--——- + —-——-----———— 1X I —- ._*°1 aui I i=1I övi I
(6.64b)_ N Iaky(;•,a»,v•>I N Iaxy(;•,a—,v—>I

lk;-k;I g 6;} I--——-—------—I + E I———---—-————-I11=1 ö¤i I 1=1I avi I
(6.64c)

N Iökz(§*,E*,$*)I N lökz(§*,i*.v*)Ilk;-EQI g SIE I—-—————---——-I + E I—-—-—--—--———I1
1=1 ö¤i I 1=1I avi I

(4.64d)

I -* N Iöwx(;#,ü*,v*)I N Iöwx(;*,ü*,v*)IP,-wxl g öl; I—--·-E-—-——--I + E I—--—---—-—--—I}1"1 ui I i=1I övi I
(6.64e)

I N Iamy(;•,u•,v•1I N Iawy(;•,u·.v*>I“y—w§I g 6;§ I—-—-—E————-—-I + E I-———---———---I}*”1 Pi I i=1I övi I
(6.64f)N Ia6z(;·,a•,v»>I N Iamz(;•,a•.v·>|

| ¢ —• I—-———E--—————I + E I—-—--—---————I1
1'1 ui I i=1I övi I
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and
(6.64g)

|aPyu(5*.ü*,V*)| |ÖPyn(;*,ü*,V*)|
|P*·-F*·I < 6{ -—--—-—---————I + I--——--——--————I 1YJ YJ — öu. I I

For the determination of the partial derivatives in

(4.64), let s be the vector such that

Sandn be the function of s, u, and v such that

n(s,u,v)

2 2 2+ (z¤!f)wyPyn
_

(xulf +1)wzPyu}

2 2+ E{ kz — (zu/f)ky — (vn/f)Pyn + (zn/f +1)“xPy¤

° (xu/f)wyPyn — (xuzn/f2)“zPyn}2

+ Ä ( 2Pyn — I ). (4.65)

Let §*, ü*, and V* be the vectors such that

5*i¤¤d

?* = < ig....,G; >·.

Then we have
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6n(§*,ü*,?*)———————————— = 0 for i=1,...,N+6. (4.66)6si

because the minimum solution §* is the critical point of the

function n. Differentiating (4.66) with respect to uj and

Vj, we have for i=l,...,N+6

N+6 ö2n(§*,ü*,?*) 6sk(;*,ü*,$*) 6n(§*,ü*,?*)
E {————·—-—————— —·——————————·} + ————————————=0 (4.67)k=1 askösi öuj öuj

and

N+6 ö2n(§*,ü*,?*) 6sk(;*,ü*,?*) 6n(§*,ü*,?*)k21{——-E——————·—— —————————————} + ·———————————=0 (4.68)_
skasi 6vj 6vj

Although we can solve the (N+6)x(N+6) systems of (4.67)

and (4.68) for the partial derivatives, we observe that

6sk(§*,E*,$*) 6sk(§*,ü*,?*)——-——-——-———- = -——————-—-——— = 0 if k>6 and k—6¢j, °
6 . .ua ava

b°°au$° Pyk, which is sk+6, is the function of q and uk, and
Vk only. Thus, we have

6 62q(§*,ü*,$*) 6sk(;*,ü*,$*)§{-———-———————- ---—---———-—- 1k“1 askösi öuj
(4.69)

ö2n(s*,u*,v*1 asi+6(;*,u*,v*) 6n(s*,u*,v*>
+ -——--—-—————— -— --—-———-—--— + ———-——-—---- = O

asj+56si 6uj 6uj
and

6 Ö2n(§*,ü*,?*) 6sk(;*,ü*,?*)E1——--———---——— -·-—-——----——1k=1 askösi övj
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(4.70)
0

asj+6Ö$i Övj övj

Computing the first and second partial derivatives of the

function n and plugging them in (4.69) and (4.70), we have
I

for u. I
1

Iakx(;•,ü#,v#) I I Epyu I——--—------—— --.. II au, I I f II JIakX(;#,ü#,v#) I I Zxu I" ”“''‘’'“‘“ ‘ ——P I
I au; f

yuI I II I. I I I I I II I I ök I·•,ü•.v#) I I I
I I I--E-ä—-----—- I I 0 Iöu.'I I I I I I I
I I law I I xI B' c 0 I I--E——-———-——- I = I E-ÜiÜp 2 I(4.71)
I I I öu 3 ya II I I f

Bw ('*,ü*,?*) zI I I I I 'I I I--Z—ä—-————-- I I ;-;Pyg II, b' c' a77 I I auj I I f I
I I Exä+f2 2 I

I II I I IIöp . ‘·.‘·.‘•)I I P•.
I - -X.1a1j Ia .ua J L f I

where
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2 2 —
JJ fz = I Y fz = I ·

zZ+r2 x. ,.,. ;.n _ 1 -, 1-, 1 1-, 1lj ;* (4.81)

Similarly we have for vj

Iök ('*,ü*„V*) T I TI--!-!—--—-—-- I I o I
öv.I J I I I

I I -2% I--pI öv yu

I A B B I I i I I f I
ak p G

I I I I -2 y¤ II I I öv. _;-
I I I J I I II I law (—#,n#,v#) I I z2+£2 I
I B· C G I IÖV.

f II I I J J I I I
I I I fi Y I°°- °°__°'°°'_°°° ' ....P

I--!-——--——--— I = I-E “ np 2
I avi I I fs yn

IIöp . ‘·.‘•.‘•)I I B•.
I - -Z1a1j II iq 1 I I 1

are the same as those in (4.72)—(4.81)

Solving (4.71) and (4.82) fe: uj and Vj, j=1___N_ an aan
determine the partial derivatives of the motion parameters
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and relative depths with respect to the two optic flow

vectors, u and v. Substituting these partial derivatives in

(4.65), we can compute the error bounds of the estimated

motion parameters and relative depths.
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4.6 Motion Parameters Estimation

In this section we apply the algorithm developed in this

chapter to optic flow images computed. in chapter 3 to

estimate the motion parameters of moving ellipsoids and the

turning car.

For the optic flow images from the pure translational

sequence, we estimate the translational velocity direction

by the eigenvector of the matrix in equation (4.31) having

smallest eigenvalue. Using the EISPACK routines to compute

eigenvalues and corresponding vectors, we obtain the

translational velocity direction

( -.62647755E+O0. .29356266E-04, —.77943946E+OO )'

for the Facet approach optic flow image of Fig 3.11 and

( -.79385524E+00, .20l426l6E—01, -.60777309E+00 )'

for the Horn and Schunk optic flow image of Fig 3.20.

Comparing with the ideal translational direction

(-.8, 0., -1.)', i.e. (-.62470, 0., -.78087)’ when

normalized, we compute almost the ideal direction from the

facet approach optic flow image Fig 3.11, but we could not

from the Horn and Schunk optic flow image Fig 3.20. In

fact, there is about 14.0 degree error in the direction of

translational velocity vector for the Horn and Schunk
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procedure. Removing the optic flow vectors propagated into

the background in Fig 3.20, we have the optic flow image in

Fig
4.3..

For this optic flow image, we estimate the

translational velocity direction

( —.7l27596E+00, .5564735E—2, -.70138632E+0O )'

which is about a 6.8 degree error in the direction.

When the nonzero translational motion components are

determined, we can compute the relative depth of optic flow
‘ image points using equation (4.30). The optic flow images in

Fig 3.11 and Fig 4.3 are obtained from the brightness moving

on the image plane normal to the optical axis. This implies

that the ideal relative depth is zero. However, from the

facet optic flow image in Fig 3.11 and the translational

components determined, we compute the relative depth between

.1548 and .421 which are shown in Fig 4.4. From the Horn and

Schunk optic flow image in Fig 4.3, we have the relative

depth between .0049 and 1.426 which are shown in Fig 4.4. We

observe that the computed relative depth image in Fig 4.4

shows some smoothness in the variation of the depth. In

fact, this smoothness comes from the imposed smoothness

constraint in computing the optic flow vector. The

contraction of the brightness ellipsoid in the image

sequence of Fig 3.13 seem to show the backward motion of the

ellipsoid. However, the contraction of the brightness

ellipsoid does not account for the perspective
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transformation of the ellipsoid moving backward. Thus, the

optic flow images in Fig 3.14 and Fig 3.21 shows the

contraction of the brightness ellipsoid, not the backward

motion of the ellipsoid, We will show an ideal optic flow

image of the ellipsoid moving backward in Fig 4.6.

For the optic flow images from the pure rotational

sequence, we compute the angular velocity

(mx, my, mz)' directly by equation (4.34), (4.35) and
(4.36), and we have

( -.33591593E-09. .91833494E—01, .19956943E—08 )'

for the Facet approach optic flow image of Fig 3.14 and

( .6778587E—03• .66410548E-02, —.5715l997E—O3 )'

for the Horn and Schunk optic flow image of Fig 3.22. From

the facet model optic flow image, we recover the rotational

motion components with the 10 percent error. However, from ‘

the Horn and Schunk optic flow image, we recover the

rotational motion components far from the the true values.

In the case of pure rotational motion, it is not possible to

recover relative depth from the optic flow image.

For the optic flow images from the general motion

sequence, we determine motion parameters iteratively using

equation (4.38) and (4.39). Suppose an ellipsoid moves with

the translational velocity (l„1,1)' and the rotational
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angular velocity (.1,.2,.5)'. Let the ellipse be positioned

such that the relative depth is shown in Fig 4.7. Computing

3D optic flow vectors on the surface of this ellipsoid and

projecting the vectors on the image plane in perspective, we

have the optic flow image superimposed on the depth image in

Fig 4.8. Computing the motion parameters and the depths

iteratively from the optic flow image, we have Table 4.1

showing the motion parameter values _converging to the ideal

and the recovered depth image on Fig 4.9. For the ellipsoid

moving with k=(-1,-l,-1)' and Q=(.1,-.2,.5)', we have the

optic flow image shown in Fig 4.9. Computing the motion

parameters and depths iteratively from Fig 4.10, we have

Table 4.2 showing the converging motion parameter values and

the recovered depth image in Fig 4.11.

The computed optic flow image in Fig 3.19 has some optic

flow vectors which do not show the motion of the car. To

analyze the optic flow image, we construct a histogram of

the row and column components of the flow vectors. In

Fig 4.12 we have the histogram of the row components and in

Fig 4.13 we have for the column components. From the

histogram in Fig 4.12, we observe that most row component

values are in the range of -2 and .04 and from Fig 4.13, we

observe that most column component values are in the range

of -2 and .34. Applying the iterative technique to the optic

flows in Fig 3.19 whose row and column component values are

in the above range, we obtain Table 4.3 showing the
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converging motion parameters of the car. This table show

that the car moves with k=(—89.6,—.14,72.7)', which shows

the direction we observe from the image sequence in Fig
3.18. ‘ Also, the car rotates with

A

Q=(—.00032,—.O016,—.00046)' which shows the clockwise

rotation of the car, mainly about the y axis.
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Model to Compute the the Optic Flow Field

shown in Fig 3.11
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ITERATIVE SOLUTION FROM OPTIC FLOWS k=(1.1.1)'.0=(.l,.2..5)'

ITER kx ky kz Ox Oy 021 0.29995+01 0.36115+01 0.29985+01 0.10535+00 0.19595+00 0.49435+002 0.30735+01 0.37175+01 0.32185+01 0.10395+00 0.19825+00 0.49455+003 0.32475+01 0.37595+01 0.33115+01 0.10335+00 0.19915+00 0.49585+004 0.33975+01 0.37755+01 0.33685+01 0.10285+00 0.19945+00 0.49705+005 0.34975+01 0.37795+01 0.34135+01 0.10255+00 0.19965+00 0.49795+006 0.35595+01 0.37785+01 0.34545+01 0.10225+00 0.19975+00 0.49845+007 0.35995+01 0.37745+01 0.34915+01 0.10195+00 0.19975+00 0.49885+008 0.36255+01 0.37705+01 0.35245+01 0.10165+00 0.19985+00 0.49905+009 0.36455+01 0.37655+01 0.35535+01 0.10145+00 0.19985+00 0.49925+0010 0.36595+01 0.37615+01 0.35785+01 0.10125+00 0.19985+00 0.49935+00ll 0.36715+01 0.37575+01 0.36005+01 0.10105+00 0.19985+00 0.49945+0012 0.36805+01 0.37535+01 0.36195+01 0.10095+00 0.19995+00 0.49955+0013 0.36885+01 0.37505+01 0.36355+01 0.10085+00 0.19995+00 0.49965+0014 0.36955+01 0.37475+01 0.36495+01 0.10065+00 0.19995+00 0.49975+00 ·15 0.37005+01 0.37445+01 0.36605+01 0.10065+00 0.19995+00 0.49975+0016 0.37055+01 0.37425+01 0.36705+01 0.10055+00 0.19995+00 0.49985+0017 0.37085+01 0.37405+01 0.36795+01 0.10045+00 0.19995+00 0.49985+0018 0.37115+01 0.37395+01 0.36865+01 0.10035+00 0.19995+00 0.49985+0019 0.37145+01 0.37375+01 0.36925+01 0.10035+00 0.19995+00 0.49995+0020 0.37165+01 0.37365+01 0.36985+01 0.10025+00 0.20005+00 0.49995+0021 0.37185+01 0.37355+01 0.37025+01 0.10025+00 0.20005+00 0.49995+0022 0.37205+01 0.37345+01 0.37065+01 0.10025+00 0.20005+00 0.49995+0023 0.37215+01 0.37335+01 0.37095+01 0.10025+00 0.20005+00 0.49995+0024 0.37225+01 0.37325+01 0.37125+01 0.10015+00 0.20005+00 0.49995+0025 0.37235+01 0.37325+01 0.37155+01 0.10015+00 0.20005+00 0.49995+0026 0.37245+01 0.37315+01 0.37175+01 0.10015+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0027 0.37255+01 0.37315+01 0.37185+01 0.10015+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+00'28 0.37255+01 0.37305+01 0.37205+01 0.10015+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0029 0.37265+01 0.37305+01 0.37215+01 0.10015+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0030 0.37265+01 0.37305+01 0.37225+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0031 0.37265+01 0.37305+01 0.37235+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0032 0.37275+01 0.37295+01 0.37245+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0033 0.37275+01 0.37295+01 0.37255+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0034 0.37275+01 0.37295+01 0.37255+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0035 0.37275+01 0.37295+01 0.37265+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0036 0.37275+01 0.37295+01 0.37265+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0037 0.37285+01 0.37295+01 0.37265+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0038 0.37285+01 0.37295+01 0.37275+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0039 0.37285+01 0.37295+01 0.37275+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0040 0.37285+01 0.37295+01 0.37275+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0041 0.37285+01 0.37295+01 0.37275+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0042 0.37285+01 0.37295+01 0.37275+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+0043 0.37285+01 0.37285+01 0.37285+01 0.10005+00 0.20005+00 0.50005+00

Table 4.1 Iteratively Converging Motion Estimation

from the Synthesized Optic Flow Image in Fig 4.6
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ITERATIVE SOLUTION FROM OPTIC FLOWS k=(-1,-1,-1)’. O=(.1,-.2,.5)’

ITER kx ky kz Ox Oy Oz1 -0.29995+0l -0.36115+0l -0.29985+0l 0.94735-01 -0.19595+0O 0.50575+002 -0.30735+0l -0.37175+0l -0.32185+0l 0.96065-01 -0.19825+0O 0.50555+003 -0.32475+0l -0.37595+0l -0.33115+0l 0.96735-01 -0.19915+0O 0.50425+004 -0.33975+0l -0.37755+0l -0.33685+0l 0.97155-01 -0.19945+0O 0.50305+005 -0.34975+0l -0.37795+0l -0.34135+0l 0.97505-01 -0.19965+0O 0.50215+006 -0.35595+Ol -0.37785+0l -0.34545+0l 0.97815-01 -0.19975+OO 0.50165+007 -0.35995+Ol -0.37745+0l -0.349l5+01 0.98105-01 -0.19975+0O 0.50125+008 -0.36255+0l -0.37705+0l -0.35245+01 0.98365-01 -0.19985+00 0.50105+009 -0.36455+0l -0.37655+01 -0.35535+0l 0.98595-01 -0.19985+0O 0.50085+0010 —0.3659E+01 -0.37615+0l -0.35785+0l 0.98795-01 -0.19985+0O 0.50075+0011 -0.36715+0l -0.37575+0l —0.3600E+01 0.98965-01 -0.19985+0O 0.50065+0012 -0.36805+0l -0.37535+0l -0.36195+01 0.99115-01 -0.19995+0O 0.50055+0013 -0.36885+0l -0.37505+0l -0.36355+0l 0.99245-01 -0.19995+0O 0.50045+0014 -0.36955+0l -0.37475+0l -0.36495+0l 0.99355-01 -0.19995+0O 0.50035+0015 -0.37005+01 -0.37445+0l -0.36605+0l 0.99455-01 -0.19995+0O 0.50035+0016 -0.37055+0l -0.37425+01 -0.3670E+01 0.99535-01 -0.19995+0O 0.50025+0017 -0.37085+0l -0.37405+0l -0.36795+0l 0.99605-01 -0.19995+0O 0.50025+0018 -0.37115+0l -0.37395+0l -0.36865+0l 0.99665-01 -0.19995+OO 0.50025+0019 -0.37145+0l -0.37375+0l -0.36925+0l 0.99715-01 -0.19995+0O 0.50015+0020 -0.37165+0l -0.37365+0l -0.36985+0l 0.99755-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50015+0021 -0.37185+Ol -0.37355+0l -0.37025+0l 0.99795-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50015+0022 -0.37205+0l -0.37345+0l -0.37065+0l 0.99825-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50015+0023 -0.37215+Ol -0.37335+0l -0.37095+0l 0.99855-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50015+0024 -0.37225+0l -0.37325+0l -0.37125+0l 0.99875-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50015+0025 -0.37235+0l -0.37325+0l -0.37155+0l 0.99895-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50015+0026 -0.37245+0l -0.37315+0l -0.37175+0l 0.99915-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0027 -0.37255+0l -0.37315+0l -0.37185+0l 0.99925-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0028 -0.37255+0l -0.37305+0l -0.37205+0l 0.99935-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0029 -0.37265+0l -0.37305+0l -0.37215+0l 0.99945-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0030 -0.37265+0l -0.37305+0l -0.37225+0l 0.99955-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0031 -0.37265+0l -0.37305+0l -0.37235+0l 0.99965-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0032 -0.37275+0l -0.37295+0l -0.37245+0lA 0.99965-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0033 -0.37275+0l -0.37295+Ol -0.37255+0l 0.99975-01 -0.20005+OO 0.50005+0034 -0.37275+0l -0.37295+0l -0.37255+0l 0.99975-01 -0.2000E+00 0.50005+0035 -0.37275+0l -0.37295+0l -0.37265+0l 0.99985-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0036 -0.37275+0l -0.37295+0l -0.37265+Ol 0.99985-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0037 -0.37285+0l -0.37295+0l -0.37265+0l 0.99985-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0038 -0.37285+0l -0.37295+0l -0.37275+0l 0.99995-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0039 -0.37285+0l -0.37295+0l -0.37275+0l 0.99995-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0040 -0.37285+0l -0.37295+Ol -0.37275+0l 0.99995-01 -0.20005+00 0.50005+0041 -0.37285+0l -0.37295+0l -0.37275+0l 0.99995-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0042 -0.37285+0l -0.37295+0l -0.37275+0l 0.99995-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0043 -0.37285+0l -0.37285+0l -0.37285+0l 0.99995-01 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+0044 -0.37285+0l -0.37285+0l -0.37285+0l 0.99995-01 -0.20005+00 0.50005+00 _45 -0.37285+0l -0.37285+0l -0.37285+0l 0.10005+00 -0.20005+0O 0.50005+00Table 4.2 Iterative Motion Estimation from the Synthesized OpticFlow Image in Fig 4.9. The table shows the motion parametervalues eonverging the true motion k=(-1,-1,-1)' andO-(.1.-.2..5)'.

Table 4.2 Iteratively Converging Motion Estimation

from the Synthesized Optic Flow Image in Fig 4.9
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Fig 4.12 Histogram of row optic flow components in

the Optic Flow Image of Fig 3.19.
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Fig 4.13 Histogram of column optic flow components 1D
the Optic Flow Image of Fig 3.19.
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ITERATIVE MOTION RBCOVERY OF THE MOVING CAR

ITER kx ky kz Ox Qy Oz1 -0.92038+02 -0.84778+0O 0.96178+02 —0.12158—03 -0.17658-02 —0.3982E—032 -0.84598+02 -0.10338+0l 0.94888+02 -0.28698-03 —0.45018—02 -0.5534E—O33 ·0.88068+02 -0.83138+0O 0.91378+02 ·0.3275E—03 -0.45848—02 -0.56558—O3 ·4 ·-0.91198+02 -0.65068+0O 0.88538+02 -0.34228-03 -0.44688—02 -0.55798-035 ·0.93278+02 -0.51618+0O 0.86338+02 -0.3496E—03 -0.43278—02 ·0.5484E-036 —0.94548+02 -0.41888+0O 0.84608+02 -0.35338-O3 -0.41718-02 -0.53968-037 -0.9525E+02 -0.34868+0O 0.83198+02 —0.35478—03 —0.40088—02·—0.53188—038 -0.95578+02 ·0.29798+00 0.82028+02 -0.35468—03 —0.3843E·02 —0.52498—039 -0.95648+02 -0.26128+0O 0.81048+02 -0.35368-03 -0.3681E—02 —0.51888—0310 —0.95538+02 ·0.23438+00 0.80208+02 ·0.35208—03 —0.35248—02 -0.51348—0311 -0.9532E+02 -0.21458+0O 0.79468+02 •0.35018—03 ·0.33758-02 —0.50868·0312 —0.95048+02 -0.19988+0O 0.78828+02 ·0.34798—03 ·0.323S8—02 -0.50438-0313 -0.94728+02 -0.18868+00 0.78258+02 —0.3458E—03 —0.31048—02 -0.50048-0314 —0.94408+02 —0.l8018+00 0.77748+02 —0.34368—O3 ·0.29828—02 -0.49698-0315 —0.94078+02 -0.17358+0O 0.77298+02 —0.34158·03 ·0.28698—02 —0.49378—0316 —0.93748+02 ·0.l683E+00 0.76878+02 —0.3395E—03 -0.27638-02 ·0.4908E—0317 -0.93438+02 —0.16418+00 0.76508+02 ·0.3376E-03 -0.26668-02 ·0.48828—0318 —0.93138+02 -0.16078+0O 0.76168+02 —0.33588—03 -0.2576E—02 -0.48578-0319 —0.92848+02 -0.15808+0O 0.75848+02 -0.33418—03 ·0.2493E—02 -0.48358—0320 -0.92578+02 -0.15578+0O 0.75568+02 -0.33258-03 -0.24168·02 -0.48158-0321 —0.92328+02 -0.15388+0O 0.75298+02 —0.33108—03 —0.23468—02 -0.4796E—0322 —0.92098+02 -0.15218+0O 0.75058+02 -0.32968—03 -0.22808-02 —0.47798-0323 -0.91878+O2 —0.1508E+00 0.74838+02 -0.32838—03 -0.22208-02 ·0.4764E—0324 —0.91668+02 -0.14968+00 0.74628+02 —0.327l8—03 -0.21648-02 ·0.4749E—0325 -0.91478+02 -0.14858+0O 0.74448+02 -0.32598-03 -0.21128-02 —0.47368—0326 -0.91298+02 —0.1476E+00 0.74268+02 —0.32498—03 —0.20648—02 —0.47248—0327 -0.9l138+02 —0.l4698+00 0.74108+02 -0.32398-03 -0.20208-02 —0.47128—0328 —0.90978+02 -0.14628+00 0.73958+02 -0.32308—03 —0.l979E—02 -0.4702E—0329 ·0.9083E+02 -0.14568+00 0.73818+02 -0.32228—03 -0.l9418—02 -0.46928-0330 -0.90708+02 —0.14508+00 0.73698+02 —0.32148—03 -0.19068—02 -0.46838-0331 -0.90578+02 -0.14468+0O 0.73578+02 —0.32068—03 ·0.18738—02 ·0.46758—0332 ·0.90468+02 -0.14428+0O 0.73468+02 —0.3200E—03 —0.l8438—02 -0.46678—0333 -0.90358+02 -0.14388+0O 0.73368+02 —0.3l938—03 —0.l8158—02 —0.46608—0334 -0.90258+0Z -0.14358+0O 0.73278+02 —0.3l878—03 ·0.17908—02 ·0.46548—0335 ·0.90168+02 -0.14328+0O 0.73188+02 -0.31828-03 —0.l7658—02 -0.46488—0336 —0.90078+02 -0.14298+0O 0.73108+02 ·0.3l77E—03 —0.l743E—02 —0.4642E—0337 -0.89998+02 -0.14278+0O 0.73038+02 —0.31728—03 -0.17238—02 ·0.46378—0338 -0.89928+02 —0.1425E+00 0.72968+02 -0.31678-03 -0.1703E—02 —0.46328—0339 -0.89858+02 -0.14238+0O 0.72898+02 ·0.3l638—03 ·0.1685E—02 —0.46278—0340 —0.89788+02 —0.14218+00 0.72838+02 ·0.31608—03 —O.16698—02 —0.4623E-0341 ·0.89728+02 -0.14208+0O 0.72788+02 -0.31568-03 -0.1654E—02 —0.46l9E—0342 -0.89678+02 —0.14188+00 0.72738+02 —0.31538—03 ~0.16398—02 —0.4616E—0343 -0.896lE+02 -0.14178+0O 0.72688+02 -0.31508—03 -0.16268-02 ·O.46138—03

Table 4.3 Iterative Motion Estimation of the Car from the Facet ModelOptic Flow Image in Fig 3.ZÜ

Table 4.3 Iterative Motion Estimation of
the Car in TV Sequence of Fig 3.18 from the

optic Flow Image in Fig 3.20



CHAPTER V

LINEAR ESTIMATION OF MOTION AND DEPTH

In this chapter, we use the second optic flow equation

derived in the previous chapter for 3D motion and surface

structure estimation. The second fundamental optic flow

equation which relates an optic flow field to rigid body

motion is a nonlinear ( second order polynomial ) equation

in motion parameters. From this equation, we can derive a

linear equation by assigning unique variables for nonlinear

— terms. Using the linear equation, we can develop a unified

and stable scheme to compute motion parameters, _relative

depth, and other related information from the optic flow

field. Furthermore, when the optic flow field experiences

small noise perturbation, the scheme estimates the motion

parameters and relative depth as well as their error bounds.

In section 5.1 we review the second fundamental optic

flow equation from which we derive linear equations and

solve the linear equations for the motion parameters. In

section 5.2, we show that an optic flow image and one

spatial point of an object describe the rigid body motion of

the given object completely. For optic flow images

perturbed by a small noise, we estimate rotational motion
I
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and unsigned scaled translation in section 5.3. We determine

the actual translational motion direction and estimate

relative depth in section 5.4. In section 5.5, we
recapitulate the motion estimation scheme and show some

experimental results.

5.1 The second fundamental optic flow equation

In section 4.1, we derived the second fundamental optic

flow equation (4.18). This equation can also be derived from

the time derivative of a moving 3D object point and the

rigid body motion equation (4.12). Let P(t) be a spatial

point (x(t),y(t).z(t))' of a moving object. Then we have

. 11 Ix<1> 1
1><1> = —- I yu) I

dt I z(t) I
.1 Fx<1>1

= —— {y(t) I 1 I}dt Iz<1> I
. Ix<1>1 I11<1> 1= y<1>I 1 I + yu) I 0 I (6.111)Iz<1>J Lv<1> J

From the rigid body motion equation (4.12). we have

. Tx(t)1
P(t) = y<t>0(1:>x| 1 I + kh:) (5.111)

lz(1>]

Subtracting (5.lb) from (5.1a), we have
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lu(t)l l'X(t)l . l’X(t)l— y11){I 0 I — 011)1I 1 I) + y(t)l 1 I - 111) = 016.2)lv(t)] 1Z(t).I [zu)!

The equality (5.2) necessarily implies a linear dependence

am0II.g the th1'¢¢ VCCCOIS

I lu] TX] TXT II Io!-01I1I. I1!. 1 I = 0 (5.3)I lvl LZ.! Lzl I

where the time variable t is omitted for the brevity. Since

the cross product of three linearly dependent vectors is

zero, we have

Ixl Iul Ixl11 1 I1I)' 1IOI — Qxlll) = 0 16.4)LZ] Lv] lZ]

01°

Ixl Ixl Ixl[u.0.v] 11 1 I1!) = 11 1 l1l)'(Q 1 !1!) 16.6)Izl IZI LZ1
which is the same equation as (4.18).

Combining the rigid body motion equation with the time

derivative of a moving 3D point, we can independently derive

the same second fundamental optic flow equation which the

motion parameters k,Q satisfy. What about uniqueness?

S¤PPose (k*.Q*) is a solution to (5.5). That is
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_ [xl

*
fx] _ fx][u,0,v] (k x I1I) = <k x I1I)'(9 xI1I> (6.6)lzJ lZJ LZJ

What is the relationship between (k*,Q*) and the motion

parameters (k,Q)? From (5.la) and (5.1b), we have

IuI [XI . [x1ylol = ya x |1I - y I1I + k (5.7)Lv] ‘ IZ] Lzl

which is the equation that the true motion parameters (k,Q)

have to satisfy. Combining (5.7) with (5.6), we could obtain

an equation describing the relationship between (k*,Q*) and
the motion parameters (k,Q). Replacing [u,0,v] in (5.6) by
(5.7), we have

[x1 . fx] fx] Fx] [xl(y 0; |1| — y |1| + k>'(yk x|1|> = (yk xI1I)'(yQ xl1I)LZJ lzl LZJ LZJ LZ1
Or

Q y Q Q Q Q
u

(QxP)'(k xP) — -P'(k xP) + k'(k xP) = (k xP)'(0 xP)
Y

[(QxP)'-(Q*xP)'] (k*xP) + k'(k*xP) = 0

[(Q—Q*)xP]'(k*xP) + k’(k*xP) = 0 (5.8)

Let _

I 0 -k3(t> k2(t)] I 0 -k;(t) k;(t)I
K(t) = I k3(t) 0 —k1(t)I, K*(t)= I k;(t) 0 -k;(t)l

L-k2<t> k1<t> o J l—k;<t> k;<t> o 1
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Tw;<t>1 F

0Q*(t)= lw*(t)I, S*(t) = l w*(t) 0 —w*(t)I2 3 l
l0;<:>J L—0;<t> 0;<t> 0 j

and remember

f01<:>1 I 0 —03<t> 02<t>1
Q(t) = Iw2(t)l. ·S(t) =l w3(t) 0 -w1(t)I.

lw3(t>] L-02<0> 01<t> 0 J
Then we can rewrite (5.8) as follows

[(S—S*)P]'K*P + k'K*P = 0
Of

P'(S'-S*')K*P + k'K*P = 0

P'(S*—S)K*P + k'K*P = 0 (5.9)

Lgmmm 5.;. Assume that the part on the rigid body producing

. the optic flow image can not be contained in a quadratic

surface containing the origin O. Then, (k*,Q*) is a

solution of (5.5) iff

k'K* = 0
and

<S*—s>K* + x'<s‘—s> = 0 (6.10)

Proof. From the previous reasoning, it is clear that

(k*,Q*) is a solution of (5.5) if and only if (k*,Q*)

satisfies (5.9) with (k,Q) being the genuine motion
parameters. Under the assumption, (k*,Q*) satisfies (5.9)
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for all the optic flow image points if and only if the

coefficients of both the first term and the second term in
(5.9) should be zero. That means

k· x‘ = 0
and R

<s‘—s>x' + [(8*-S)K*]' = 0 (5.11)
The latter leads to (5.10).

Q.E.D.

Lgmmm 5.;. k' K* = 0 if and only if k* = ak with a any

real number when k#0 or any vector (where K*is any skew-

symmetric matrix) when k=0.

Proof. Because k' K* = (k x k*)', the conclusion is
immediate.

~ Q.E.D.

Lgmmm 5.;. (5.10) holds if and only if k*=0 or K*¢O and S*

= S.

Proof. (5.10) holds if and only if (8*-S)K* is skew-

symmetric.

Let s°—s = I :3
—Ü3

-:iI . ThenL*m2 ml 0 I

I—m3k;-m2k; mzkä m3k; I
I I

IThus
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(S*-S)K* is skew-symmetric if and only if

wgkg + wzkg = wskg + wlk; O (5.12)

nzki + nik; = clk; + ask; = 02k; + dgkg = 0 (5.13) l 7

It is easy to see that (5.12) is equivalent to

olxä = 02k; = wgk; = 0 (5.14)
It is obvious that (5.13) and (5.14) hold if and only if

K*=0.

S¤PP¤$¢ Then (5.14) implies w1=0 and the first two
equalities in (5.13) lead to mz = wg = 0, Similar
treatment can be applied to k;¢0 Qt k;$9_ Thgrefgrg,

(8*-S)K* is skew-symmetric if and only if K*=0 or K*#0 and

s‘-s=0.
Q.E.D.

Qhggggg 5.1. Under the same assumption as Lemma 5.1, the

second fundamental optic flow equation (5.5) has the general

solution (ak.S) (a any real number) when k¢0 or (k*,S)
(k* any real vector) when k = O.

Proof. Lemma 5.1 derives two necessary and sufficient

conditions. k'K*=0 and <s‘-s>x‘ + x‘<s‘—s> = 0, for the
solution of the second fundamental optic flow equation.

Lemma 5.2 solves for the instantaneous translational motion

from the first condition and Lemma 5.3 determines the
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rotational motion from the second condition.

Q.E.D.
5

Rewrite (5.5) as followss

a K [K1 Fxl[u.0.v1 K I1! = [X,1,Z] K·s I1! (6.16)LzJ Izj

Suppvsc K*. M° satisfy

* FK1 _ Ix![u,0„v] K I1! = [X,1,Z] M I1! (5.16)LziIZ!for

all optic flow image points {[(X,Z).(u,v)]}. What is
the relationship between the motion (K,S) (i.e. (k,Q)) and

(K*,M*)? From an argument similar to the previous one in in

lemma 5.1, it is clear that (5.16) holds if and only if

Qk' K = 0 (5.17)

and M‘ + M‘· = -(s K' + K*S) (s.1s>-
when the assumption in the Lemma 5.1 holds.

Ihggrgg 5.2. Under the same assumption as Lemma 5.1, given
Q Q _ Qa solution (K ,M ) of the equation (5.16) with K $0, the

rotation S is uniquely determined by (K*,M*) and the

translation k is parallel to k*.

Proof. Under the assumption of Theorem 5.2, the relations

(5.17) and (5.18) hold. (5.17) implies that the translation
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k is P8I¤ll9l *9 K*. (5.18) is equivalent to

• t #2(w3k3 + wzkz) = 2 mll
2(w3k; + wlkg) = 2 m;2 u (5.19)• • •
2(w2k2 + wlkl) = 2 m33

# • _ • •'“2k1 ‘ w1k2 ‘ ml2 * m21• • • t
t • • •'wzks ‘ w3k2 = mzs + msz

It is easy to see that (5.19) is equivalent to

m# + mt — mt
gg k* -...2..%.11 2

mt + mt _ mt• 11 33 22wzkz = ——-—---——-————— (5.21)
2

mt + ms — mt
gg k* —..}..1;33 2

If k;#0, then
mt +

• #- m — mml = JZ----ää----1% «5.zz>Zk 1
From (5.20) we obtain

• • •
_ (ml2 * “21)_° “1kgwz — ···‘···*;:*‘

(6.26)
w _ _(m13 * m31) “ “lk3

3 ' °__””_°°°Ykl

Fu!*h¢¢m°Y¢· if k;¢o, we can also use the following equation
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derived from (5.19) to compute mz

Ü + Ü Ü
Ill Ih " lllll 33 22mz = ———---———;—————- (5.24)2k2 _

which must be in agreement with m2 in (5,23) fe; the
uniqueness. We will show that we can derive (5.24) from the '

¤q¤ati¤¤ f¤r wz in (5.23). Substituting (5.22) for ol in
(5.23), we have

Ü Ü Ü_(m» +
• •m22+m33:m11

12 m21) ‘ k2°"¥"' ’
2k

Q — ,,._,.,._—..—.....--„——.„———!..-————-.-.2 ' ke
1

Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü

Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü Ü= ffiiSzäii21E2l-Z-iT;2E2-i-fT11Ifäaifzzläz2k;2
Substitutins (5-19) f¤r ¤;3 in the above equetteh aha
rearranging the result, we derive

mÜ Ü Ü„ - -11-i-T22-i “¤¤2 zh;

which is the same as (5.24). In the same way, we can show

the uniqueness of other solutions.

o.E.¤.
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Because of Theorem 5.2, we attempt to solve the following

equation (5.25) instead of (5.5) for (k*,M*)

I 0 -k; k;IIxI Im;1 miz m;3IIx1
[u,0,v]I k; 0 -k;|I1| = [X,1,Z]Im;1 m;2 m;3II1I (5.25)

l—k; k;. 0 jlzj lm;1 mgz m;3]LZ]

Expanding and rearranging (5.25) leads to the following

equation.

I m;1 I
I “;2 I
I mga I

[X2,1,Z2,X,XZ,Z,-v,vX-uZ,u] I m;2+m;1I= 0 (5.26)
I ml3+m;1I
I m23+m;2I
I k; |
I k; |
L x; j

Let

B = [X2, 1, Z2, X, Xz, Z, —v, VX-uZ, ul (5.27)
and
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II mll I
II m22 I
II mas I

I IIm12+m21I
h (5.28)

I IIm23+m32I
II kl 1
II B2 |
IL ks j

It is obvious that

[ E B' B } h = 0 u
(5.29)

[(X.Z),(u„v)]

Let

W = E B· B (5.30)
[(X,Z).(u,v)]

It is clear that Wg0 and h is an eigenveetor corresponding

to the smallest eigenvalue (i.e. zero) of W. _

From (5.19) and (5.20) it is clear that mäl, mgz, m;3,
I I I I I I _

m12+I!l21, ¤!13+l¤31, 8Ild lII23+!Ii32 8I€ 1111882 h0lllOg€I180'l1$
functions of kg, kg, and kg. Thus, relating to Theorem 5.1,
we have

Thgoreg ;.§. The general solution h of (5.29) is one-

parameter if and only if k#0, is three-parameter iff k = O.
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And

Rank (W) = 8 if and only if k¢0 (5,31)
Rank (W) =

6J
if and only if k=0 (5,32)

lhgorsm 5.1. k=0 if and only if for two optic flow image

points {[(Xi,Zi),(ui,vi)] i=1,2} there holds

I I:m2 msg)
m X. . 1 Z.1 ‘”I II I“I I IX. Z.I lZ·J lv-I IIm m II1 21 1 1 1 llxi 111

Proof.

_ Ixl I'¤I I’xI
Ff¤¤ Y I1I + y lol = y Qx I1I + k, we havelZJ lv] IZJ _

Iw m I• 1 3Y = -y| I + kz (5.34)Ix z I
and 1

IIm2 m3II [kl]
|·»1113IIx'I I'xI 1111 II1 zll I I-yI _ II I+ kzl I + yI I = yI I + I I (5.35)Ix zILzI I_z,I LVJ Ilal 1.12II Lk,]lIx 1 IJ

Noticing y > 1, it is clear that k = O if and only if for

two optic flow image points {[(Xi,Zi),(ui,vi)] 1:1,2}

equation (5.33) holds.

Q•E•D•

ihggggm 5.5. Keep the same assumption of Lemma 5.1. Assume
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that (k*,Q) is a solution of (5.5) with k*¢O and [X,Z]t is
. . . * * tlinearly independent with [k1,k3] .

Then, the following equation (5.36) has a solution for a

if and only if k¢0. ‘

Ilwz wsll *Iw w |I'x1 I’x'| lu] II1 z II I'k“|
1 3 • 1-¤I |II+k2II+aI I=a| I+I*I (5.36)Ix z Ilz] l_z] lv] Ilwl ..,2U L12] XIlx 1

Moreover, the solution a of (5.36) is unique and

1; k‘
————- = sign(a) ·——;—— (5.37)
|IkII Ilk II

Proof. We prove that the necessary and sufficient condition

for (5.36) to have a solution is k¢0. For the sufficiency,

we have k* = Bk with some real number B by Theorem 1.

Thus, when k$0, (5.36) becomes

11., 1. I12 3Iwl «>3IIxI Ixl I¤1 II1 z II Ikll
-aI II I+ßk2I I+aI I=aI I+BI I (5.38)IX z|lZ.| tz] lv] Ilwl «»2I| Lkgjllx 1 I]

Multiplying both sides of (5.35) by B and subtracting the

result from (5.38), we have
{

a = yB (5.39)

which is the solution of (5.36). To show this is a necessary

condition, suppose that a is a solution of (5.36) and
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negate the consequence such that k=0. Substituting (5.33) in l

(5.35), we have

Ixl Ik*1·• 1kz I I = I „I (6.40)IZ] Lk3J
. . . t * *twh1ch contradicts the assumption that [X,Z] and [k1,k3]

are linearly independent. Thus, the necessary and sufficient
condition is k¥0.

To prove the solution uniqueness of (5.36). we assume

that there are two solutions al and dz auch that

Ilm m I12 3lwl mslfxl _Ix1 II1 z II Ikil—¤1I II I+k2I I+¤1I I+I _I <s.41a>I x Z ILZI LZ] Ilm m Lk ]1 2 3llx 1
[Ih) 0)]-]2 3Im1_«„3|Ix1 *Ix1 II1 z II Vk;1—¤2I II l+k2l I+a2I l+l *I (5.41b)I x Z ILZJ LZ] llml mzll Lkgj
Llx 1 I]

Multiplying (5.4la) by az and (5.41b) by al and

subtracting one result from the other. we have

_ Ixl Tk;](G —a )k l J = (a —a )] I1 2 2 1 2z lk;] (5.42)

which is a contradiction to the linear independence

assumption.

Because k* = ßk and a = yß (y>1) when k#0, we
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derive (5.37) from

1;’ 1; 1;———;-— = sign (B) -———— = sign (a) -—-——
I|1;II |I1;I| II1;I|

Q2£2ll.££1• If kim ¤¤d [Xi,Zi]t (i=1,2) is linearly
independent with [k;,k;]t, then from (5.39), we have

ai = yiß, i = 1, 2

As a result, the relative depth of the two optic flow image

points is given by

Y a—l = —l (5.43)
y2 (12 _

5.2 Optic Flow Image and One Spatial Point

In this section, we show that the rigid body motion of an

object is completely described by the optic flow image and

one spatial point of the object. Suppose k2=0 (fg;

instance, when tzt). Then, from (5.34), we have

. Im w Iy = —y I 1 3I (tzt)Ix z I
and

exp(fIX(§) z<g> Ia;>
t (5.44)
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That is, the depth y(t) can _be uniquely determined by the
given depth y(t) at the time t. By the way,

I”x(t)IPu) = y<1>I 1 I pLz<1>I
and

. Iwlm «„3<t>IIx<1>1 I¤<1>IP(t)=y(t)I II1 I+y<1:)I0 IIx<1> zm .IIz<1>I Lv<1>I

are uniquely determined. Thus, k(t) is uniquely determined

by

P(t) - mt) x 1><t>.

In general, we have

Theorem 5.Q. A rigid body motion (k,Q) is completely

described by an optic flow image and the motion of one
I

spatial point.

Proof. The optic flow image uniquely determines the

rotation Q(t). The rotation Q(t) plus the motion of one
spatial point {P(t)„P(t)} uniquely determines the

translation by

ku) = Pu) - mt) x 1>(:)
QIEIDO

In the following, we will consider two special cases of motion.

Suppose Q = 0. Then (5.5) reduces to
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Fx][a.0.vJ (1; x |1I > = 0 ($.46)LZJ

or equivalently,

II1 z II[u.v]g| I = O (5.46)k 1; II1 2Llx 1 |,l

which is equivalent to
u[k2Z—k3] + v[k1-k2X] = 0 (5.47)

Lgmmm Q.i. Assume Q = 0. Then k = 0 if and only if u = 0

and v = 0 for all optic flow image points.

Proof. If Q=0, then (5.5) becomes (5.47). By theorem 5.1,
we have k=0 if and only if any vector k* satisfies

S S S Su[k2Z-ks] + v[k1-k2X] = O (5.48)

Hence u = O and v = 0. Q.E.D.

S
=

S S S t S
=

S S S t SLet ko [kG1,k02,ko3] and k [k1,k2,k3] . Suppose ko
is the solution of k* such that

man8¤d

Go is the solution of the following equation
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I I+ ÜOI I = I
*

I
I-Z0-I I,V0.I. I..k03-I

FX01 Fkgllfor some I I linearly independent with I I.

k kg
Then, k¢0 and --——— = sign(aO)———;·— by Theorem 5.5.Ilkll Ilk II0

If the depth yo at (X0,Z0) is known, then k is determined
from (5.39) and k*=ßk, and the depth y at any other optic
flow image point [(X,Z).(u,v)] is given by

0.

Y = ·—Y0 (5.49)“o
_ FX1 I’¤1 I'kg11

where a is the s01uti0u of k02I I+ aI I= I 0 I.
LZ] Lv] Ik j03

Suppose k = O. From (5.34) and (5.35). we have

mz «»3I1Iwl mgl Fx} I'¤1 II1 z II—I I I I + I I= I I (5.60)Ix z I Lz] Lv] Ilal wzllLlx 1 I]
and

y Iw oa I
- = — I 1 3l (5.51)y Ix z I

Therefore, when k=O, we see that it is impossible to
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determine the relative depth using (5.51) alone.

The rigid body motion is uniquely determined by the optic

flow image plus depth information of four noncoplanar
spatial points[95]. Due to Theorem 5.5, the conditions can

be reduced to the optic flow image plus depth information of
one spatial point. This follows from the fact that the

optic flow image determines the rotational components and

the scaled translation, and depth information of one spatial

point computes the translational scale factor and, thus,

determines the true translational motion.

5.3 Motion Parameter Estimation

Suppose the optic flow image experiences a noise

perturbation and becomes {[(X,Z),(E,$)]}, Cggggspgndingly, 3

defined by (5.27) becomes

E = [xz,1,z2,x,xz,z,—$,$x—Ez,E1, (5.52)

W defined by (5.30) becomes

W = E §·§ (5.53)
[(x•Z).•(upv)]

and the equation (5.29) for h becomes

W·i = 0 (6.64)

From section 5.1, it is clear that the smallest
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eigenvalue of W is zero and the eigenvector subspace

corresponding to zero eigenvalue has a dimension 1 or 3

(when k#0 er k=0 respeetive1y)• W is positive definite as we
see from (5.53). Let the smallest eigenvalue of W be X.

We know X = min h'Wh where ||h|l=1 and 1 5 0 as W 5 W

[FRANKLIN(1968)„pp.191].

Lgmmm 5.5. Assume that

W•i = xi. IIEII = 1 <s.ss>
' Then, there always is a h(Ä) such that

W‘h(k) = 0 (5.56)

and

lim (H(l)—h(A)) = 0 (5.57)
W5W

Proof. Let h be an arbitrary 9:1 vector and

Ah = H — h (5.58)

LAW
= W - W (5.59)

Then, it follows that W°h = 0 if and only if W°Ah=W°h
if and only if

W°Ah = (ÄI9-AW)h (5.60)

where I9 is 9:9 identity matrix

because WH = AH. Since such h's and hence Ah's always
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exist, it follows

Rank(W) = Rank([W,(kI9-Aw)§])

Without loss of generality, we could assumethatWW2]

Wh¤r¢ wll is a full rank square matrix and

Rank(W) = Rank(W11)

Let Ah = [Ah1„Ah2]t where the length of vector Ahl
¢Q¤¤1$ t° R¤¤k(W11). Then, from(5.60), we have equivalently

w11Ah1 + W12Ah2 = (kI11—AW11)h1 - Awlzhz (5.61)

Wh¢!¢ 111 is a corresponding identity matrix.

From (5.61) we have

- *1 * _ * _Ahl - wll {(lI11—AW11)h1 Awlzhz W12Ah2}
S¢t Ah2=0. We have

Ahl —+ 0 (AW —+ 0 >

since 1 -§ O (AW —+ O) and I|HII=1.
QOEODO

Lgmmm 5.Q. Assume that

W'H = XK, IIHII = 1
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Then. When W—>W, all clustering points of H(k) belong to
the eigenvector subspace of W corresponding to zero
eigenvalue.

Proof. Because of Lemma 5.5, there always is a h(A) such
that

W•h(l) = 0

and

lim (H(k)-h(X)) = 0
W>w

Thus, H(l) and h(l) have the same clustering points. And
the clustering points of h(A) obviously belong to the
eigenvector subspace of W corresponding to zero
eigenvalue. Q.E.D.

LßtAc=[—A2,A2X-A1z,A1] and E=c+Ae. Then, it is clear that B
is equal to [d,c] and B becomes [d,€].

A direct
computation leads to

Tata at61BtB = I Tlata 6t6j

To dtAc 1= sta + I 6*6 I (5.62)[Actd Actc+ctAc +ActAcJ

Wh¢¥¢ 06x6 is the 6x6 matrix whose entries are all zero.
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Thus, the nonnegative matrix W becomes another nonnegative
matrix W:

r06x6 2dtA° 1
w = w + I I (5.63)

LZActd 2Actc+ctAc+ActAc]

In the following discussion, the 11 vector and matrix
norms are chosen because the ll nbrm danbtad by ||•|| 333 bg
computed rapidly and because the subordinate matrix norm can
be computed directly from the columns aj by

IIAII = maxIIa.|| _- JJ

II . = .. ·¤JII Elan]

we d°¤°t° thß 12 vector norm by II°||2.
From Theorem 5.2 and (5.28) it is clear that an

eigenvector h corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of W
implies the rotation Q and the vector k' with kxk*=0 where k
is the translation. Let -

1 = Etwa = min atwa, IIEII2=1 (5.64)
There holds the estimation for 1:

1 = Etwa = Zgtataa

= E(BH)2 g Z(Ba>2 (with Ba=o and IIEII2=1;
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= Z(AB•h)2 = Z(Ac·k*)2 (since AB=[0,0,0,0,0,0,Ac])

2. * 2$}IIAcII2 ||k ||2

B<=<=¤¤=¤ ||k'°'||§;IIbII§=i, (5.65) becomes

x g §(|A1|+|A2|)2<IxI+IzI+1>2 (5.66)

When k=O, the rank of W equals 6 and the general solution
of the linear equation W•h=O has three independent variables
h , h , and h (i.e. k*, k*, and k*). This implies that the7 8 9 1 2 3
last three columns of W are linear combinations of the first
six columns of W. Because of the symmetry of W, the last
three rows are linear combinations of the first six rows of
W too. Thus, the upper left 6x6 submatrix has
a rank 6.

Let H=[h1,___,h6]t and H=[H1,_,,,K6]t. Then, we have

WIE + w2k° = 0 ( W2=Zdtc) (5.67)
and e

WIE + w2g* = AH (5.68a)

W1(u+AH) + <w2+Aw2>E‘ = KH (5-68b)
si¤°° W1 = W1. Because of k=0, we can take i¤ (5•67)•
and substituting this in the left side of (5.68b), we derive
the following equation. ·
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w1AH = xH - AW2·E‘ (5.69)where '

I -Avx2 Avx3—A¤x2z Auxz II -Av AvX—AuZ Au I
AW2 = | -Avz2 AvXZ2—AuZ3 AuZ2 II —AvX AvX2-AuXZ AuX I

I —Avxz Avx2z—Auxz2 Auxz I
-AvZ AvXZ—AuZ2 AuZ 1

Since Au and Av are random noises the zero mean which
°r° in [°A1,A1] and [—A2,A2], respectively, the
€xPÜctatiOn of is zer° as

Suppose that Au and Av are independent of each other and
E[H]=H, then fer the ¢OuStautS EE, E5, and E;. expectation

of AH is given by

E[AH] = XWIIH (5.70)
"f* "^“"$*<>EI^“* M =<==¤=¤¤ vo mn andk =[H7·H3„H9]. Let

g YOEIAH]0 = ———-———IIk‘II (5.71)Then we have
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IIAHII .“‘'“’' $ go Is 72)11:*11

When k¢0, the rank of W is equal to 8 and the genreal

solution of the linear equation W•h=0 has one degree of

freed0m; i•¢• h=[H.k*]t with k*=ak, a arbitrary. Thus,
any nonzero component of k* can be selected as an
independent variable. Suppose E;¢O which implies k3$O_ Let

[ W1 2dt[-v,vX-uZ] 1

w· = I F -v I F —v I I (5.73)
d [—v,vX-uZ]

1

Ijdt . 1
w··= IEI —v I I (5.74)

I1
l LVX-uZ1 1

Here, we notice that Rank(W') is 8 because W' is a submatrix

(8x8) of W and Rank(w) is 8. Since Wh = 0, we have

IH 1
W' |k;I + w··x; = o (5.75)

*Lkzj
and setting WH=xH, we have
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fu 1 fu 1

W' |E;I + W··i; = x Iiäl (5.76)
Q QLEZJ lzzl

Let k§={;, AW'=W', and AW"=W" -W". For brief
notation, let

TH1 1111
-

•
- _ -g - lk1|’ 8 = |k;I, and Ag — g — g.

lk;1 LE;1
Then (5.76) becomes

W'·Ag = xi — AW'·g — AW"·E; (5.77)

With the same assumption as above and E[§]=§, fer the

°°usta¤t kg we have the expectation of Ag as

E[Ag] = )„W·'1§ (5.78)

L¢t ||A8||$Y3E[Ag] for a certain 73, 7321 and let

YBEIÄQ]
where § = -...... (5_79)3 unzguu

Then we have

||AgII
·----- $ é <s so)• 3 °Ilrgll

when k1¢0, kg can be set as an independent variable of the
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linear homogeneous equation W•h=0_ Let

L W1 2dt[vX-nZ,u] I
U' = Iäfvx-uzl Ivx-¤zI I (5.81)

d [VX-uZ,u]I L u I EL u ] I

I Edt(—v) I
U"= I IvX·uZI I (5.82)

(- )lil ¤ ] V I
and let

IH 1 IH 1
e = Ik;|_ E = IE;I, and Ae = E · 6 (5.83)

Lk;1 LE;}

Then we have

U'¤ + U"k; = 0, (5.84)
I

U'? + U"E; = x?, (5.85)

and, thus

U·A¤ = xä — A0'? - A"UE; (5.86)
E[Ae] = xu··1; (5.87)

Let. f0r S0¤¢ Ylgl, IIAeII$y1[Ae] and set

§1 = ---;--- (5.88)I IEII I
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Then we have

IIAel| .—————— $ E (5 89)• 1 •IIEIII

In the same way, for kzgg ye let

v· = |EI—v1 I-v1 I (5.90)
d I- . 1I I III V1 ¤1 V V 1,

I Edt(Vx"'I1Z) 1

v··= I 2I—v1 I (5.91)
( x- z)1. I ..1 V “ 1.

VH 1 Fu 1
f = |k;I, T = IF;]. and Af = I — f.

I -Ikgl lI=§I
Then we have

v·A£ = xi — Av·£ — AV"E; (5.92)

EIA£1 = xV·'1¥ (5.93)

S¤vv¤s¤ |I^f||$v2EIAr1 for some YZ;1 ana let

C
V2E[Af]

= ---———- (5.94)2 IIz;||

Then we have
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|IA£||—————— i § (6 95)2 •
IIEQII

Because X50 when ö)0 (W>W), (5.72), (5.80), (5.89),

and (5.95) imply that

1im|(E—h(| = 0 (5.96)
ö>0

and ·

110 IIHIIZ = 1 (5.97)
ö>0

for any case of k.

Suppose that ö is so small that lE;|z|§;|_|i;|, Or

Ii;|;|i;|.Ii;I. 0: |i;I;Ii;|.Ii;I implying i;¢0. or i;¢0. 00
k*#O, respectively. In the following, we attempt to get an3
approximation of Q. We assume which implics

From (5.28),(5.l9), and (5.20), for any solution h of3
the linear equation W°h=O, wc hgvg

h = 0 k° + 0 x°1 3 3 2 2
h _ S S2 ‘ 93*6 * 91*1
h _ S Ss ‘ 92*2 * 91*1
h4 = -(•

•

S Sh6 = "( +
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and hence, when k;#0_

*w _ hs ' w3k11 I ’“‘’‘I''''ha
°h6 ‘ “3k2mz = *——·2;·'** (5.98)

3
h -1 + 112 h3TE I "‘;;=°‘‘‘‘‘

3
Let _

- h1 + $2 I $3hs = ‘*‘‘‘‘”I'‘‘‘223

.. -8 - 632;wl = -———;;———— (5.99)h3
- -*6 - K6 E TEE?2 I '“'’EI

3
and h be defined such that |IAh|| satifies (5.72) or

(5.80) depending en whether k equals zero or not. In both

cases k;=§; and it follows that:

I_
I

lF1—n1I+Ii2—h2I+|i3—h3I
(1) • —--—--—--————————-——-——3 T3 i •2I23|

If k=0» then k; (kg) equals to kg (E;). too. Thus
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3

IK —n I5 5 - _ -•(sxnce Ik1I<Ik3I)

IF —n I- 6 6 - _ -• -•
Iwz-nzl 3 (snnce |k2I<Ik3I>

3

II¤ QII Ä
2(IH5-hs! + IE6-h6I> + 2|53—n3I

O2IE3I

O2IE3I
s(IIu-nll alla-nll3 ————:;·- 3 ·——·——:;· < =i¤¤¤ IF§I>Ii;I,IE;I>2Ix3I (2/s>IIk II

3 4-5§0 = eo ($.100)

If·k#0„ then E;¢0 implics k3#0 and

- - c -• • -
I5 I Ä

Ih5—n5I+In3—n3I Ik1I+Ik1-kll Iwgl1—w1 '''”''’'''’Z?IE3I

- - _ -• -• » - -I; -„, I S 11ÄäIÄ‘§1Ä1S’äIi’äÄ-l‘ÄEiÄiÜäilfälflfäiflfäjfäll2 2 IE;I
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Thus

IläII‘QIK

—h I+IK -h I+IE —h I- - - 1
2Ik3I+ ‘‘‘'‘'‘'‘‘‘‘‘'‘‘‘‘‘‘'‘::2

- -Ü- Ü -Ü- Ü

Ü2|IE3|

EÜ-· Ü -Ü-

Ü2Ik3I

V max{3„2IÄ I} IIh—hII § 2

2

Ä €3(

83 (5.101)

Now WC CUIH to Chß GGSOZ which implicg
For any solution h of the linear equation W°h=0, we1

have

h2+h3”h1
1
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__
*h4 ‘ w1k2wg = ‘*·'Z;*'·* (5.102)

Z 1
•

W _ hs ‘ w1k3
6 ’ °'’’‘F

kl

instead of (5.98). Set

- B2+h3_h1(01 = -•--•£E;--..
1

—
-*- h4 ’ w1k2

***2 = ‘***Z;ZZZZ (5.103)
kl

- -¢

- hs ' w1k3***6 = ‘*··E:‘‘‘‘ s
1

and h be defined such that |IAhIl satisfies (5.72) or

(5.89) depending whether k equals zero or not. In any case,

it is certain that k;=§;_ It is easy te see

I_
I |i1—h1I+lh2—h2I+Ih3-h3I

0) -w $_ —•————·———·-Z—**—*—•**—1 1 6::.;:
If k=0• th¢¤ equals to k;(k;), too. Thus

-1
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_ IFS-h5|+I51—e1|'|i;|
lm -m I g ————-—-—--—————-—---3 3 Iial

1

and .

II§—QII $ so

If k¢0, then k;#0 implies k1¢0 and

Ilö-all L §1 ( max{1.5.I51l} + o.s;1 )

= 81 (5.104)

. . s -• -•S1¤11¤r1y• wh¤¤ |F2I;|k1I,Ik3I we have either

II¤-all g eo ( k=o >
or —

||¤-all L C2 ( har{1.s.I52|} + o.sg2 >
= 62 ( k#O ) (5.105)

where
_ h1+h3-h2(02 = —-—-:;--

Zkz _

- -•
- 'E4 ‘ w2k1ml = -----;——-— (5.106)E 2

_ -
-•

E _ H6 ‘ “2k3
3 ' ””””'$"”””

E2

Qggoreg 5.1. Assume that the noise perturbation bound ö
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is small enough, EtWi = min htwh ||h||2=1 and Ö is defined
by (5.103) or (5.106) or (5.99) depending on which component
is the largest among IE;I, Ii;I and Ii;]. Then, there is a
solution (9,k*) of the basic equation (5.5) such that either

k° = i°, ||§—0|I5_a0 (5.107)

01' ·

||k°—i°|| 5 §iIIi‘II <1=1, 2, or 6)
and (5.108)

5.4 Estimation of Translational Motion and Relative Depth

In the previous section the small perturbation is

assumed and estimations Ilä-all and IIE-k*II are obtained,

x' é i°, |I§—oI| 5 ao if k=o
|IE°—k°|I 5 :1IIi°|| __ __ _,_ ir k¢o aaa Ik1I;|k2I,Ik3IIln-ol! 5 gl

||i°—k°|| 5 §2|Ii°|| __ __ _*_ ir x¢o aaa |k2I;Ik1|,|k3IIle-all 5 az
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IIE*—k*II 5 §3IIi*lI _* _* _*_ if 150 ana Ik3|;Ik1I.Ik2II|a—cI| i e3

When k#0. the translational orientation k/IIkII is equal to
# I —

jk /IIk II and the relative depth z/IIkII could be obtained

from (Q,k*). In this section we consider how to judge k¢0

and to estimate k/IIkII and z/IIkII when k#0 from an

approximate solution(Ö,i*).Lgmmm

5.1 Keep the same assumption as in Lemma 5.1. Assume

that the instantaneous translation velocity k is not zero

and (k*,Q) is a solution of the second fundamental optic

flow equation (5.5) with k*#0. Then, either

¤IIbII ä bllall (5.109)
o 1-

1||bI| 5 -bIIaII (5.110)

where

fI“2 “sII
Iwl w3I VxI ru] II1 Z II1 =—| I I I + I I - I I (5.111)Ix z I LZJ lv] |I“1 ”1IILIz 1 IJ

and

fk;] _ fx1b = I , · kz I I (5.112)Lk31 Lzl

Proof. k¢0 implies k*=ßk by Theorem 5.1. From (5.35) it is

clear (By)a=b with y>1 and hence either (5.109) or (5.110)

holds.
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. Q.E.D.

‘ Qgggiiggx 1. (5.109) implies k/IIkII = k°/||k‘|| and
(5.110) implies k/IIkI|=-k‘/|Ik‘I|.

Pnnni. (5.37) inpiiss k/IIkII = sign <ßy>k*/||k*|| and
(5.109) implies ß>0 and (5.110) implies ß<0. Thus, we

have the conclusion.

Q.E.D.

Qggollagy Q. (5.109) ((5.110)), (ßy)a=b with y>1, and

k*=ßk imply

ßyllnll = Ilbll (-I|bII> (5.113)

y 1 IIb|I
''*·* = **—;** ° ——--— (5.114)Ilkll Ilk II IIn|I

Qggollary Q. For at most one image point a=0 and for at

most one image point b=0.

From Theorem 5.4 it is clear that k=0 iff ago,

Let

_ _ _ fl": “3I1
_ Iwl w3I fxl IuI II1 Z IIn = I I I I + I_I - I — — I (5.115)

Ix z I lzI lvl II“1 “2IILlx 1 II

We have

Ä = Ä - a + a
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I_ I f_ IIw2_w2 “s°“sII
w —w Ä —w I Fx u—¤I II 1 Z II1= a + I 1 3 3I I I + I_ I · I — _ — _ I

I x z I lzj Lv—v] |I“1 “1 “2 “2I|
[I x 1 I}

Thus, when a=0 we obtain

IIZII = I|E—a||

LL

8 + II5-elI£<IxI+IzI>2+|xI+|zI+21 (5.116)

Lggg; i.§. Assume that the translational velocity k=0 and

the perturbation is small enough. Then for any pair

there holds

IIZII g 6 + ¤0{(Ix|+Iz|>2+IxI+IzI+21 (5.117)

Qgrollary Q. If for some pair [(X,Z).(;.;)]

IIEII > 6 + 6O{(|x|+IzI)2+IxI+IzI+2} (5.118)

then k#0. I

Qgroliary Q. If there holds

1 1 2 (5.119)
·§II§II >6N
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ythen k#0 where N is the number of optic flow image points.
Let

•

_ IE;] _* Fx]b = I_*| - kz I I (5.120)lk3J LZJ ab
Assume k¢0. Then, k/Ilkll Assume the

perturbation is so small that k/llkll = k*/llk*|| if and
only if

1 _ 1 (5.121)-lIa°ll$ll + b·IIaII II > ·2|Ia°lIbIl — b•IIaIII|N N

ana k/|Ik|I = - k'/IIk‘|I ar ana only if

1 1 (5.122)—I|a·IISI| - 5·I|EIIII > -§|I§‘IIFII + $·IIZIIIIN N

Then, when (5.121) holds we have an estimation E*/IIE*II for
k/IIkII and

I: k II II *‘ I:II IIkII IIi'II II II IIk°|| IIE*II II

II IIa'!I«a*-2*>-<¤¤n*¤I—IIz*•I> a*I¤
IIk*I|'IIi‘II

zI¤a*¤|·IIa*-2*Iu
5 -—-——;—-——-;;——-- 5 Zci (1 = 1, 2, or 3) (5.123)Ilk |I'IIk II

Similarly, when (5.122) holds we have
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II 11 E'° IIII -—-—- + -—;;—— II < 2:1 (1 = 1, 2, or 2) (5.124)II |IkII Ilk II II

Therefore, we have

Qggoreg 5.2. Under the small perturbations, (5.118) and

(5.121) imply (5.123) and (5.118) and (5.122) imply (5.124).

Noticing (5.114). we have

Iggoreg 5.2. When (5.118) holds, the estimation of relative

depth y/Ilkll is given by *II$II/(IIE*II°IIÄII) and the
approximation is characterized by

I y IIBII I
I —*——— — *——;·————:** I i Ni (5.125)I Ilkll IIE II'||n|| I

Wh¢r¤ Hi is defined by (5.126).

Proof. (118) implies k¢0 and hence the relative depth

z 1 IIbII

IIkII IIk‘I| IInII

When the perturbation is small. IIFII/(IIi°I|‘IIKII) is a

good approximation of the relative depth and

I y IISII I I IIbII IIFII II——--- · ——;;—··——;— I = I···:·······* ' "::‘''‘‘:‘·I
IIIkII Ilk II*|IgIII Illk |I•I|eII Ilk II‘IInIII
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IIk‘|I•IIaII'IIF-bII+|IbI|<IIi‘-k°II‘IIaII+IIi°II'IIä-all)i-—----——————-——-———————-——-——--————---————————--—————-—-—-
IIk°I|'IIk‘II'||EII‘IIaII

Noticing

IIS-all 5 6 + Si{(IXI+IZI)2+IXI+IZI+2]
I|$—b|| 5 IIi‘-k°II<|x|+IZI+1>

|Ii‘—k°|| 5 &iIIi°II

we obtaiu -

I y IIKII I |I$—bII7····* · ··::‘‘‘‘‘:"' S "::‘‘‘‘*:·*
IIIkI| Ilk II'|I¤||I Ilk II‘IIa|I

(IISII+II$—bII>'IIi‘-k°II
+ -——--—-——----—·-——-——---———--——-I|E*||°(||i*I|'||i*·k*|I)°||;II

(II$I|+I|S—bII)•|IE—aI|
+

—-——-—-————-·—-——————————--—-——-----—-——

(IIi*II—IIi*—kII)°IIÄII°(IIÄII·IIÄ—aII)

IIi‘-kII'<IxI+IzI+1>S ·‘**‘‘::·····:······Ilk II‘IIaII

- -«•· _ -«•
[I|bI|+IIk -kII‘<IxI+IzI+1>1 Cillk II

+ —-—-——-——•-———--—-•-—---—·-·-··••—•-•----•-·-—-•-•--—·IIi‘II(IIi°||—§.|Ii°II)IIEII1

[IIS!I+IIi*—kII*<IXI+|ZI+1>1<6+¤i{(|x|+|zI>2+IX|+IZ|+1}>
+

—--—•--•-•-——-—••-——•-·--·-—·-—-•-·---•—-—-~—•---•·-•---•---------—------————

<IIi°II-IIi°—kII>'IIIII(IIEII—6—¤i{(IxI+IzI)2+IxI+IzI+2}>
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§i<|x|+|Z|+1> [||B||+§i||i°||<Ix|+|zI+1>1:i
i ‘‘‘‘*‘:‘‘‘‘‘‘ + ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘'':‘‘‘‘*‘‘‘‘‘·:‘*·‘‘*‘ ·Ilall |Ik°||<1-:i>||aI|

[IlFll+§illi*ll(IXl+IZI+1)](ö+ai{(IXl+IZl)2+lXl+lZl+2})
+ ———-———--——-————---—---—-—-————--—————----—————--——---—

||i°V||<1—§i)'|ISI|(|III|—6—ai{(|x|+|z|>2+IxI+IzI+21>

= ui (5.126)
Q.E.D.
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5.5 Recapitulation and Experimental Result

In this section, we, first, recaptulate the motion and

relative estimation from optic flow image described in the

previous sections and then show some experimental results.

Let a rigid body motion (k,Q), k=(k1,k2,k3)t and

Q=(w1,w2„w3)„ ‘generate an optic flow image

[[(X,Z)•(u,v)]]. Suppose the optic flow image experiences a

small noise perturbation and becomes {[(X,Z)•(u,v)]} where

Iu—uI+|v-vlgö. From the perturbed optic flow image, we

estimate the rigid body motion (E,§), i=(E1„i2,E3)t and

Ö=(51,Ä2,53)t, and relative depth of the rigid body

surface points. Let

W[(X„Z),(u,v)]

where

E = [x2,1,z2,x,xz,z,—$,$x-Ez,E1

and let

- _——--———--t
h'°And

let
||‘II be the 11-vector norm defined by

llxill = Elxil where x is a column vector.
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Then the estimation of the rigid body motion and relative

depth can be described by the following algorithm

Algorithmz Linear Motion and Depth Estimation

Step 1. Compute A and h: l=htWh = min htWh||hI|2=1
...I _ - - - tStep 2. Set k — [h7,h8h9]

Step 2. If IEII g |i;|.i|i;|. then
set i = 1 and compute

— —
- --I-

— -I-.. -

2El il hl

xt Iigl > ¤:;¤. ung!. then
set i = 2 and compute

-1-i - - --I- - -I- —
ö _ 1+h3_h2 - “k1“2‘h4

and 5 -k3w2-h62'“°"':;“”• U1=_°-:;_°°• 3:-:;-----2kZ kz kz
I I IIf IEBI > IEII. IEZI, then

set i = 3 and compute

.. .. -I- -
-I— --5 _H1*h2'h2 6 -k1w3-h5 and E _-k2w3_h62’“"''’$”°· 1="'ZZ"'· 2‘"’I$'°’’

2E3 hs kg

Estimate the rotational motion components by
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= ' ' — tä [w1’w2’w3]

Step 4 Let 60 be given by (5.100).

xr IIEII g 6 + 6o{(Ix|+|z|)2+|XI+|zI+2}

for all image point pair {[(X,Z),(u,v)]},

then the motion is a (pseudo) pure rotational motion.

Thus, estimate the rotational motion error bound by

|Iu—a||<60
and stop.

Step 5. Estimation of translational motion

1 1If —§|Ia'||b||+b'||a|||I < ·§IIa°llbll—b°llallll.
N N

then estimate the scaled translational motion by

k = k*

-
-•

otherwise k = —k .

Step 6. Motion estimation error bound

Let i be the index determined at the step 3.

Let @1, @2, and @3 be given by (5.88), (5.94),

and (5.79), respectively.

Let 61, 62, and 63 be given by (5.104),
(5.105), and (5.101), respectively.

then the translational motion direction estimation
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error is given by

1; i‘
II ----- — ——---- II $2;.man ¤¤z*¤u

‘ y
and the rotational motion estimation error is given

by

· l|Ö—QlI $ a.
1.

Step 7. Estimation of relative depth and its error bound.

Let i be the index determined at the step 3 and let

nl, nz, and ng be given by (5.126),

then the relative depth is given by
1

y . IISII ·
Ilkll I|E*||•I|E|I

and its error bound is given by

{ y IIFII {——·—— — ——————————·— in-|I|k|| |Ik"'||'||a||| 1 1
Step 8. Stop _

To verify the theory developed in this chapter, we

generate optic flow images of an ellipsoid in motion,

perturb the optic flow images by adding noises, and apply

the above algorithm to estimate the motion parameters and

relative depth of the ellipsoid. In the following
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experiment, we use yo = Y1 = Y2 = Y3 = 1 fgr the
estimation of maximum error norm. The ideal depth of the

ellipsoid we use is shown in Fig 5.1.

First, we assume that the ellipsoid moves with the

instantaneous translation k=0 and the instantaneous rotation

Q=(.l.—.5,.2)t. From the motion parameters we can compute

the instantaneous 3D velocity at each surface point of the

ellipsoid and determine the optic flow image shown in

Fig 5.2 by projecting the velocity on the image plane. We

apply the above algorithm to the ideal optic flow image and

its noisy perturbations.

For the optic flow image in Fig 5.2, we recovered the

exact rotational velocity and normalized translational

velocity as we see from the first column in Table 5.1. In

Table 5.1, 5 means the magnitude of the maximum absolute

random noise vector added to each flow vector in Fig 5.2 and

$1, $2, and Ö3 are the estimated rotational velocity
comopnents. The error between the true rotational velocity

and the estimated one is the 11 vootor norm I|§—¤I| and the

theoretical error bound computed by the algorithm is 6 in

the table.

To see the behavior of the algorithm with noise, we

perturb the optic flow image in Fig 5.2 with 5 = .01, .05,

and .1. For each case of 5, we estimate the rotational
velocity successfully within its expected error estimation
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as Table 5.1 indicates.

Next, we assume that the ellipsoid moves with k=(l,—5,2)'

and 9=0. From these motion parameters, we compute the ideal

optic flow image in Fig 5.3. Applying the algorithm to this

ideal optic flow image and its noisy perturbations by

various ö (8 = .01, .05, .1), we obtain Table 5.2. The

table indicates that the algorithm estimates the

translational velocity succesfully with comparable error

estimation. Because the ellipsoid moves with nonzero

translational velocity, we can estimate relative depth from

the optic flow image. From the ideal optic flow image in _

Fig 5.3 we recover the ideal depth image in Fig 5.1.

However, when this optic flow image is perturbed by ö ‘

=.01, .5, and .1, we estimate the perturbed depth images in

Fig 5.4, Fig 5.5, and Fig 5.6, respectively.

For a general motion, k=(l,5,l) and Q=(.1,.2,,l), of the

ellipsoid, we obtain the ideal optic flow image in Fig 5.7.

In the same way, we perturb this optic flow image and apply

the algorithm to them. Table 5.3 shows the result obtained

from the algorithm. Recovered relative depth images are

shown in Fig 5.8, Fig 5.9, and Fig 5.10.
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Fig 5.1. Ideal (Syuthesized) Depth Image of an Ellipsoid
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Fig 5.2. Ideal Optic Flow Image from the Motion,
k=O and Q=(.1,—.5,.2), of the Ellipsoid
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-————-+-———-—-—+-——----—+————————+————-———+-———-———+I 6 I 6 ‘ ‘ ‘-0 6.1...._.....1---l---32---l---22---1-ll?--ÄÄÄ....1---1
I 0.0 I .1 I -.6 I .2 I I I+—————+————————+—————-——+—-————-—+————————+————————+
I .01 I .09982 I—.50003 I .19986 I .00036 I .01521 I+---—-+————---—+——-——-——+————-———+—-——-—--+————————+
I .06 I .09909 I—.500l7 I .19927 I .00181 I .01520 I
+—·—·—+—·———--—+———-—·—·+—·——·—•—+——-—-·——+—---·—·i··+I 0.1 I .09817 I—.60066 I .19852 I .00366 I .01519 I+———-—+—————---+—————-——+-—--————+———-————+————————+

Table 5.1 Estimated Rotational Motion and Errors
from Various Noise Perturbations of OpticFlow Image in Fig 5.2
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Fig 5.3 Ideal Optic Flow Image from the Motion,k=(1,—5,2) and Q=0, of the Ellipsoid.
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6 I E I E I E I |Ii—kIII8.I
0.0 I .11111 I-.55556 I .33333 I I I+-----+-——-—--—+-—---—--+—-------+--——-——-+-—-----—+I .01 I .11122 I-.55572 I .33305 I .00056 I .00030 I+—————+—--—————+———————-+———-————+————--——+———————-+

I .05 I .11209 I-.55566 I .33225 I .00316 I .00753 I+—————+—-——-——-+——--——-—+--————-—+-————-—-+————————+
I 0.1 I .11423 I—.55664 I .33193 I .00623 I .03159 I+——--—+————————·+—-—————-+————-———+—————-——+——-——-——+

Table 5.2 E°'
I¤¤s¤ in Fig 5_3

° *°¤S Of Optic
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Fig 5,7, Ideal Optic Flow Image from the Motion,k=(l,5,1) and Q=(.1,,2,,1), of the Ellipsoid
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+-——+———————-+————————+————————+-———-—-—+—-—-————+——-———-—+

I I I _ I * I I _ I II 6 I 8 I 0 III:—¢ ||| zgi | ||Q-„||| ai |
+———+———-—--—+——-—--——+——————--+————————+-——-————+—————--—+
I I .14286 I .1 I I I I II0.0I .71429 I .2 I I I I II I .14286 I .1 I I I I I+———+-—————--+-————-—-+-——————-+——--—--—+————————+——————-—+
I I .14328 I .10024 I I I I II.01I .71431 I .19998 I .0009 I .0007 I .0009 I .0006 II I .14241 I .10073 I I I I I+———+——————-—+—-———-——+—————-—-+————————+-———-———+———-——-—+
I I .14631 I .10103 I I I I II.06I .71313 I .19970 I .00691 I .01784 I .00685 I .01340 II I .14056 I .10552 I I I I I+-——+-——-————+———-——--+————————+———————-+————-———+—-——————+

I I .15340 I .10159 I I I I II.1 I .70847 I .19883 I .02108 I .07267 I .01887 I .05516 II I .13813 I .11612 I I I I I+———+————-———+———-————+——-——---+-———————+-—-——-——+———————-+

kwheret = -—-··„ t = —-—;—-
IIkII IIE II

('+' or '—' is determined by
the algorithm)

Table 5.3 Estimated General Motion Parameters and Errors
from Various Noise Perturbations of Optic Flow
Images in Fig 5.7
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CHAPTER VI

USING OPTIC FLOW AND ITS TIME DERIVATIVE

In the previous two chapters, we discuss the techniques

for recovering motion parameters from optic flow field only.

The optic flow field is instantaneous in a time varying

scene and, thus, the temporal change of the field can be

observed.

In this chapter, we describe a technique for recovering

motion and depth information from an optic flow field and

its temporal change and extend the technique for the optic

flow image segmentation. The technique requires a single

optic flow vector and its time derivative to determine pure

translational or rotational motion components determination.

For the general motion, the technique requires three optic _

flows and their time derivatives to determine the motion

parameters.For

the multiple object motion, we use the Hough

transform technique to segment the optic flow field based on

the rotational motion constraint derived at each optic flow

and its time derivative. This technique requires a three

dimensional Hough parameter space for the three rotational

motion components. The optic flows with the same rotational

motion are further classified by the motion parameters

212
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corresponding to the translational motion.

In section 6.1, we derive a general motion equation from

the optic flow and its time derivative; in sections 6.2 and

6.3, we consider pure translational motion and rotational

motion with k=0. In section 6.4, we use the derived motion

equation for motion based image segmentation.

6.1 General Motion Equations

Recall that the first fundamental optic flow equation is

given by

Iul Ixl . IxlP I I P I I P I I-X lol = -X o x IPI — —Y IPI + k (6.1)P I I P I I P I II_vI I.z] UI
Suppose that the motion parameters and k are uniform over

the time. Differentiating the above equation with respect

to the time, we have

I Iul . Ixl Iu-I . Iul .. IxIP I I P I I P I I 2P I I P I I—X lol = —!o x IPI + -Zo x Iol - —-Y lol — -Y IPI (6.2)P l.I P I I P I I P I I P I ILvl lzl lvl Lvl lzl

The cross product of both sides of the vector equation (6.2)

with [x,f,z]T eliminates the second order partial derivative
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°f Py. Rearranging the result and dividing it by unknown

d¢Pth Py, we have

IxI IuI IuI . Ix] Ix] Iu]
P I I I I I IIPI x {IoI — ¤xIoI1 = -¥IrI x tnxlrl - 2Io|1 (6.3)

· P I I I I I Ilz I lv] lv] y Lz] lzl I.v]
or {

I vf I I'uf“y-uzmz+vzwxI
{LZ-$x{ - { vz„y+,„„y {
I ·¤f ] l Xuwz-vxwx-vfwyj

. I(f2+z2)mx—x£wy-xzwz I I fv IP I I I
= —z {I-xfwx+(x2+z2)wy—fzwzI — 2Iuz-vxI] (6.4)P Iy

L —uf I

With the vector and matrix notation, we have

I vz —uf -uzIIwxI . If2+z2 —xf —xz IIwxI
P I II I

I O ux+vz 0 IIwyI + —XI —xf x2+Z2 *fZ IlwylPI II IL—vx -vf ux]lwz] yl —xz -fz x2+f2]lwz]

. I vf ] I vf IZP I I I I- --2 uz-vxl * Iuz-vxI = 0 (6.5)P I I I . IV L —¤£ I L —uf J

The three equations in (6.4) or (6.5) are not independent

because the vector product operation for the elimination of

thß term Py/Py makes one redundant. The middle equation can
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be derived from the other two. Thus we have two independent

equations for three unknown rotational components and one

unknown positional dependent Hy/py from each optic flow cmd

its time derivative as

Q P

vf·vzw +ufw +uzw = -X{(f2+z2)w -xfw —xzw -2fv}x y z P x y z‘ Y
O°P 2 2+f )wz+2uf}

·

From (6.6), we can set up a nonlinear system of six

second order polynomial equations for the rotational
ecomponents and the position dependent variable Pyn/p foryn

n=1, 2, and 3 when three optic flows and their time

derivatives are given. However, the position dependent term

can be eliminated from the two equations in (6.6) as

2 2 2vfxw + [x(uz·Vx)+Vf }w w + f(uz—vx)wX X Y Y
+ {z(uz—vx)—uf2}wymz - ufzwi + f(vz-ux)wxmz

+ {2v(uz—vx)+ux2+vxz—(x2+f2+z2)u}wx

+ [—2f(¤2+v2)+f(ux+vz)]my
+ [2u(vx—uz)+uxz+vz2—(x2+f2+z2)vlwz
— 2f(uv-uv) = O (6.7)

The same equation can also be derived from the dot product

of (6.3) with
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Ixl Iul12 1; Irl — 2Iollz] lvl.

i.e., from the expansion of ·

Ixl Iul Iul lxl IulI I I I I I I I I IIrl x {lol - sz x lol} Io x Irl - zlol} = o (6.8)I I I.I I I I I I Ilz] [v] lv] Iz] lv]

The above second order polynomial equation (6.7) imposes a
constraint on the rotational components regardless of k.-

Thus, the rotational components of an object in general

motion are determined when three optic flows and their time

derivatives are observed from the object.

When the rotational components mx, w , and d anay Z
determined at an optic flow, the scaled motion parameter k
is easily determined from (6.1) by

Iul . I'xl Ixl I
P I I P I I I I--1; = lol + -Y I£I - 0 x I£I (6.9)P I I P I I I IY Lv} Y1;} 1,1

where, from (6.4),
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K;P
(f2+z2)w — xfw - xzw — 2fvy x y z

-xzw — fzw + (x2+f2)w + 2ufx y z

When the scaled parameter k = (kx,ky,kz)T is determined at

two object points, the relative depth of the two points can
be easily determined from (6.8). Suppose that two scaled

1; kr. T = Tnanan° ars 1 (k1x’kly’k1z) and nz (k2x’k2y’k2z) are
computed at the two object image points whose depth are Pyl
aßd Pyz, respectively. Then

Py1 Pyz _ Pyl kzxkx = —--kl! = ——-k2 , 1.e. --- = ----P P n P ky2 lx
or

{xl = EZ: {zi = Ö22-
Py2 kly Py2 klz

from the second and third equation of (6.9).

Example 6.1 General Motion Determination

For three object points (10,10,30), (12.5,6.25,3l.25), and

(25,8.33,16.67) moving at the moment with Q=(.l,-.2,.5)T

and k=(1,3,2)T, we observe the optic flow (-1.5,-1),

(-3.3,-4.08), and (-5.76,-2.38) and their time derivatives

(1.7,2.5), (7.32,11.59), and (19.56,8.88) on the image
coordinates (1,3), (2,5), and (3,2), respectively on the
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image plane at y=1. Deriving the nonlinear system from

(6.7) from each optic flow and its time derivative, we have

- 2 2 2mx ' 4•5wxwy — 3.5wy · 9wywz + 4.5wz · 1.5wxwz U
- 20.05w + 2.7w - 10.4w + 4.1 = Ox y z

-8 16w2 - 20.76w w - 8 34w2 - 38 4w w + 16 Sw° x x y ° y ° y z ° z
·13.8wxwz - 6.35wx + 17.5wy — 39.8wz + 16.76 = 0

-7.14wi — 15.52wxwy - 4.38w; • Bwywz + 11.52wz
+ l2•5Z¤xwz — 23.66wx — 1.25wy - 21.91wz + 9.2 = O

Solving the above nonlinear system using the iterative

modified Levenberg-Marquardt method implemented in the

Minpack, we have Q=(.1,—.2,.5) after 17 iterations with Q=0

initially. Determining the scaled k from (6.9). we have

for the image coordinate (1,3)

f T P
--k = ( .1,.3,.2) and -X = .5
P PY Y

for the image coordinate (2.5)

f T P·—k = (.16,.48,.32) and ·z = .98
P PY Y

and for the image coordinate (3,2)

f T P

P PY Y
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And the relative depths are easily determined from the
scaled k.

Combining (6.6) with (6.1), we can set np a nonlinear
system for the motion parameters and the relative depth from

two optic flows and their time derivatives. Specifically,

we have from (6.1)

Va} IxI . V:)
I I I I Py | | fIo} = Q x gr} — -- Irl + --k (6.10)P I I PLv} lzI Ylzl Y

Substituting either one of (6.6) in (6.10) for Py/p , weY
derive three equations. Together with (6.7), we have four

nonlinear equations from one optic flow and its time

derivative. Suppose we observe two optic flows (u1,V1) and
(u2,v2) and their time derivatives (h1,v1) and (n2,v2) at
YWO i¤¤8¢ P°i¤t$ (K1,z1) and (:2,22) on the image plane at
y=f from a moving object. Suppose that the depths of the two

image points are PY1 and Pyz and their relative depth
Pyz/Pyl be a. Then, we have

I“1I I‘1I · "1"P 1 I I P{0 { = Q x ir { - —Y- If I + ---k (6.11)P I I Py1 y1
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Pyl vlf + ulfm + ulzlmz - vlzlmxwhere —-- = --5--5—--—-—Z——----————————————-—
Pyl (f +z1)mx - xlfmy - xlzlmz - 2fvl

and

I I I I P 2 I I rIo a x ir I - -Z- If I — —---k (6.12)P I I aPV2 V1

uzfwz + ]12Z20)z
“ V2Z2(!)xwhere -—- = --5--5----—- -—---———-—-——-——————

Pyz (f +z2)mx - xzfmy - xzzzmz - 2fv2

And from (6.7), we have
V fx m2 + {X (u -v )+v f2}® + f( — ) 21 1 x 1 121 1*1 1 xwy ulzlV1*1V

fx m2 + {x (u z -v x )+v f2}w w + f(u z -v x )m22 2 x 2 2 2 2 2 2 x y 2 2 2 2 y
+ {z2(u2z2—v2x2)—u2f2}wymz - uzfzzmi

{Zu (v x -u z )+n x z +v }w2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 z
· 2f(¤2v2-uzvz) = 0 (6.14)

Thus, we have 8 nonlinear equations from ( three from
(6.11), three from (6.12), (6.13), and (6.14) ) for 7
unknowns ( 3 from Q, 3 from fk/Pyl, and Qne relative depth
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a).

géample 6.2 General Motion from Two Optic Flows and Their

Time Derivatives.

For the same optic flows and their time derivatives at the

image points (1,3) and (2,5), we applied the above method.

With the unknowns set zero initially, we could not get the

desirable answer using the Minpack. But, setting Q=0,

k=(.2„.2,„1)T, and a=l, we obtain the desirable answer as

wx=.1, wy=—.2, wz=.5

f f f· and
yl y1 yl

a=.625

In the following sections, we consider special cases (9=0

or k=0) of the motion and use the rotational motion

constraint (6.7) for image sequence segmentation.

6.2 Pure Translational Motion

For the pure translational motion case, Eq.(6.l) becomes
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Iul . Ix]
P I I P I I-X lol = - —Y IPI + k (6.15)P I I P I I .Lv] L2]

Differentiating both sides of the above equations with

respect to time, we have

IOOOP

I I 2P I I P I I—Y lol + --Y lol + -Y IPI = 0 (6.16)
P I.l P I I P I ILv] Lv] Izl

Because f is a positive value, Py=0 frgm (6_16)_ Thus, wc

have

. Iul Iul
ZP I I I I—-Y lol = - lol (6.17)P I I I.I· Y lv] lv]

Suppose that u#0, then

i» L-Y = — —- (6.18)
Py 2u

which implies that

t u(s)
P (t) = exp [ (— ·———-)ds.Y 0 2u(s)

Substituting -u/2u for By/Py in (6.15), we can derive
equations for the scaled k as
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• If!]

l’ul
f u I I I I ‘
—- k = - —— Ifl + lol (6.19)
Py_ 2u I I I IIZ] lvl

or
f u•• k = - -—x + uxPy 2u
f .u"ky = - -—f (6.20)Py 2u

’ f u
*' k = — ——z + vzPy 2u

The relative depth of two object points can be determined

easily from Let and be an optic flow

and its time derivative observed at an object image point

(x1,z1) whose depth is Pyl and let (u2,v2) and (u2,v2) be
the optic flow and its time derivative observed at another

image Point (!2.z2) of the same object whose depth is Pyz.

Because they have the same motion parameter k, we have from

the first equation of (6.20)

kx = ( — *——— + '“' )Py1 = ( ·— ———— + ····)Py22u1f f Zuzf f

Thus,
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P (·u x +2u2)u1 2-X- = -—--—2---%--l <6.21a>
In the same way, we have, from the equations of (6.20),

P u u1-X- = -1-Q <6.21b>
Pyz u1u2

P (—u z +2u v )u1

Thus, the relative depth can be determined by any of (6.21)

or their average.

In the same way, when v#0 we can determine the scaled
parameter k and the relative depth from

O I
•

P v—¥ = — —- (6.22)Py 2v

t v(s)
P (t) = exp f(— —————)ds (6.23)Y o 2v<s>

f v
** k = -

——x + u
P x 2v

y
I

f v—— ky = — -—f (6.24)Py 2v
f v—— kz = - ——z + v
P 2vY
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P il
-22 - Ä-Z2f2IiE2X2lX2
Paz <·V1=1+2“121>22 °

P v v1 1 2—!— = ———— (6.26)Pyz v1v2
° 2Fx; - ljäfäjijälxl· 2

Example 6.2 Experiment with ideal observables

For two object points P1=(1o_10,g0)· and
P2=(12.5,6.25,31.25)' moving at the moment with k=(1,3,2)'

we observe two optic flows (-.2,-.1) and (-.8,-2.08) and

their time derivatives (.12,.42) and (.768,1.9968) at their

image coordinates (1,3) and (2,5), respectively, on the

image plane at f=l. Computing two scaled k's, we have

(.1,.3,.2)' for the point P1 and (_5„_4g,_32)•_ fan aha
P¤i¤§ P2. We compute the relative depth of the two points to

be 1.6 from all equations of (6.21) and (6.25).

EqnatiOnS and are the necessary

conditions for the pure translational motion. In the

following theorem, we prove that they are also sufficient.

Theorem Q.; The necessary and sufficient conditions for an

object point to be in the pure translational motion are
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ß Ä Il-X = - -- = - -- and Py=0_
Py 2u 2v

grggf The necessity of the conditions has already been

proven because they are derived from the pure translational

motion assumption. For the proof of the sufficiency, plug

the conditions in (6.2), then we have

. Ixl m
¤ I I I Io x { -- Irl — lol 1 = o
2u I I I Ilz] Lv]

Thus, Q=0 since f$O„ and thus right side is not zero when

the derivative of u is not zero.

Q.E.D.

6.3 Pure Rotational Motion

When k is zero, (6.1) becomes

fu] [X1 • I'!]
P I I P I I P I I-Z lol = —Za x Irl - -Y Ifl (6.26)r I I r I I s I ILv] lz] IZ]

Differentiating both sides of (6.26) and dividing the result

by Py/f, we have
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IÄI Iul . Ix] Iul .. IxlI I I I Py I I I I P I Ilol — o x lol = --{o x lrl - zlol} — —¥ lrl (6.27)I.I I I Py l I I I Py I II.v.I LV.] I_ z] Lv] Lz I

The vector product of (6.27) with [x„f,z]T eliminates the

last term on the right side of (6.27). Rearranging the

result, we have

Ix] Iu] lu] . Ix] Ix] In]
I I I I I I P I I I I I Ilrl x {lol —o x lol} = -YlPl x {o x Irl — zlol} (6.28)I I I.l I I PYI I L l l lLz] Lv] Lv] _z z v

From (6.26), we observe that

py/Py = (mzx-mxz)/f (6.29)

and

u + (Py/Py)x = myz — mzf (6.30)
v + (Py/Py)z = mxf — myx (6.31)

Substituting (6.29) in (6.30) and (6.31), we have

xzm + fzm - (x2+f2)m — uf = 0 (6.32)X y z

(z2+f2)mx — xfmy - xzmz - vf = 0 (6.33)

E1i¤i¤¤¢i¤8 wz from (6.32) and (6.33), we have
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! V(x2+f2).—xzu
W = —m + ————————-——— (6.34)x f Y f(x2+f2+z2)

Substituting (6.34) in (6.32). we have

z vxz—u(f2+z2)
W = —m + —*—*·——————— (6.35)‘ r Y £<x2+r2+z2>

Substituting (6.29). (6.34), and (6.35) in the first

equation of (6.26), we can derive an equation of one

variable my, The equation seems to be a second order

P°1Y¤°¤i¤1 °f Wy, but the second order term vanishes when

substituted. The result is as follows

(f2u+z2u-xzv)my
f2v(x2+f2+z2)—(x2+2f2)zv2+x(2z2—f2)uv-(f2+z2)zuz

+ ----————-——————--————-—————-—----—-—-———-——-——- = 0
x2+f2+z2

Thus, if u(f2+z2)$xzv, we can determine my directly frgm

—f2v
(0y u(f2+z2)—xzv _

(x2+2f2zv2-x(2z2—f2)uv+(f2+z2)zuz
+ -—-—---—-——-———-----—---—-——-——--- (6.36)

{u(f2+z2)-xzv}(x2+f2+z2)

Substituting (6.36) back in (6.34) and (6.35), we determine

mx, my, and mz.

—xfv IfZV2+f(2x2+f2+z2)uv
m = -——--—-———-- + -——————————————·———·———— (6.37)x u(f2+z2)-xzv {u(f2+z2)·xzv}(x2+f2+z2)
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'fZV 2fZ2v2+3xfzuv-f(f2+z2)u2
w = -—————F————— + ———————F——-——————··————— (6.38)Z u(f2+z2)-xzv {u(f2+z2)-xzv}(x2+f2+z2)

The rotational components mx, Üy, and Ü oan alsoz
be determined from the third equation of (6.26) with the

same substitutions. They are

-£2Ä
L1) = -—--·--—-•-——·-y xzu-(x2+f2)v

· x(x2+f2)v2+x(2f2+z2)uv-(2:2-fz)zuv
+ —————————————·————————————————-——- (6.39)

{xzu-(x2+f2)v}(x2+f2+z2)

Substituting (6.39) in (6.34) and (6.35). we have

-xfu —f(x2+f2)v2+2x2fu2+3xfzuv
w = —--—-—-——--- + ——--————--——--———-----——- (6.40)x xzu-(x2+f2)v {xzu—(x2+f2)v](x2+f2+z2)

-zfn + fuv xfzu2+fz2uv
w = -—--———-—--- + ——-——-——————————————··—— (6.35)Z xzu-(x2+f2)u {xzu-(x2+f2)v}(x2+f2+z2)

Thus, the rotational components can be determined from

either of two equations or the average of two different

calculations.

Example 6.3 Motion with k=0

For an object point (10,10,30) moving at the moment with

9=(.1„*.2..5)T and k=0, we observe the optic flow (-1.3,-.3)
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and its time derivative (.94,1.66) at the image coordinate

(1,3) on the image plane at y=l. From either (6.36)—(6.38)
or (6.39)—(6.4l), we recover the exact rotational component

values. ·

·
6.4 Motion Based Image Segmentation

In this section, we will present a scheme to segment an

optic flow field with its time derivatives using the motions

equations derived in the previous sections.

For a scene containing objects in pure translation or

rotation with k=0, its optic flow field can be easily

segmented because at each optic flow with its time

derivative given, the motion parameters can be determined in

closed form. However, for objects in general motion their

motion can not be determined from a single optic flow and

its time derivative but from a nonlinear system of second

order polynomial equations derived from three optic flows

and their time derivatives. Computing motion parameters

from the nonlinear system for every possible combination of

three optic flows to find sets of dominant motion parameters

is formidable when the number of optic flows is great.

Instead, we can use the Hough transform technique, using the

second order polynomial equation (6.7) constraining the
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rotational components for the optic flow image segmentation.

Specifically, let (u,v) and (u,v) be the optic flow and

its time derivative observed at an image coordinate (x,z) on

the image plane at y=f and let

81 = vfx

· 282 = x(uz—vx) + vf

83 = f(uz-vx)

284 = z(uz—vx) - uf

85 = —ufz
•

86 = f(vz—ux)

87 = 2v(uz—vx) - uxz + VXZ · (x2+f2+z2)u

88 = -2f(u2+v2) + f(ux+vz)

89 = 2u(vx—uz) + uxz + vzz — (x2+f2+z2)v

alo = — 2f(uv—uv)

Then (6.7) becomes

8 m2 + (8 +a + ) + a mz1 x z“y 6°z *7 “x 6 y

+ 8 m2+8 m +a m +a = 05 z 8 y 9 z 10

Let l
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- D=(a2w +g6w +a7)2—4a1(a3m2+a4m m +a5m2+a8m +a m +a )]y z y y z z y 9 z 10

Thus, f0I given My and mz, two mx's are obtained from

1
wx = —·*{—(a2my+a6mz+a7) i SQRT{ D } (6.42)2a1

when D) 0.

The rotational component values range from —n to u
radians/sec theoretically. However, from the practical

reason or human perception of limited range of velocity, we

restrict the rotational velocity range from —c to c

radians/sec where c<n for the Hough parameter space.
A

Suppose we have a Hough parameter space for the

rotational c°mp°nÖut$ (Dx, wy' and mz quantized evenly

into n x n x n cells within the above range. We assign, to

each cell, an accumulator initialized with zero. Then the

Hough technique computes, for each optic flow and its time

d¤riV8tiV¤• tW¤ wx's from (6.42) using each quantized my

and mz and increases the accumulator corresponding to the

computad wx's. After we go through all the optic flows, we
search the accumulators having the highest value and

consider the corresponding quantized rotational component

values. When this rotational component value satisfies

(6.42) at an image point the image point must be from the

object in motion with this rotation. Thus, each image point
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satisfying (6.42) with this rotation is labeled uniquely.

Next, we remove the image point labeled from the optic

flow image and its time derivative image and for the
remaining optic flow vectors and its time derivatives we

repeat the same process to find next moving object with a
different rotation. When every image point is labeled, we
have the image segmented based on the rotational motion.
For each region of this segmented image, we can compute the
translation k at each image point from (6.9) and the
rotational component values determined. Further image
segmentation can be carried out based on the the computed
translation at each pixel.

Experimental ßeanlt Let two ellipsoids have the relative

depth image as shown in Fig 6.1. Suppose that the left
ellipsoid move with k=(l,3,2)T and Q=(·.l,.22,-.14)T and the
right one move with k=(1,2,3)T and Q=(.l,—.22,.14)T, Using
the motion parameters and the depth at each image point, we
compute the optic flow image in Fig 6.2a and its time
derivative in Fig 6.2b. We apply the above method to this
optc flow image and its time derivative image with 50x50x5O
cells dividing the rotation angle between -1 and 1 radian
and have the segmented image in Fig 6.3.

Next, we position the two ellipsoids such that one
occludes the other partly as shown in Fig 6.4. Computing the

optic flow image and its time derivative image for the same
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motion parameter values, we have Fig 6.5. Applying the above

method in the same way, we have the segmented image in Fig

6.6.
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Fig 6.1 Relative Depth Image of Two Ellipsoids.
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Fig 6.2a Optic Flow Image of Two Ellipsoids in Fig 6.1.
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k=(1,2,3)T and S2=(.l„·-22••14)T•
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Fig 62b Time Derivative Image of Two Ellipsoids in Fig 6.1.

The left ellipsoid moves with k=(1,3,2)T and

Q=(—•l..22.·.14)T and the right one moves with

k=(l„2„3)T and Q=(.1,—.22,.14)T.
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Fig 6.3 Segmented Image from the Optic Flow Image and

Its Time Derivative Image in Fig 6.2.
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6.5a Optic Flow Image of Two Ellipsoids in Fig 6.4.

The left ellipsoid moves with k=(l,3,2)T and

Q=(—.1,.22,-.14)T and the right one moves with

k=(1,2,3)T and Q=(.1,-.22,.14)T.
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Fig 6.5b Time Derivative Image of Two Ellipsoids in Fig 6.4.

The left ellipsoid moves with k=(1,3,2)T and

9=(—•1„.22•*.14)T and the right one moves with

k=(1„2.3)T and Q=(.1,—.22,.14)T.
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Fig 6.6 Segmented Image from the Optic Flow Image and

Its Time Derivative Image in Fig 6.5.



CHAPTER

VIICONCLUSION

In this dissertation, we describe a technique for

computing optic flow, two techniques for estimating 3D

motion and surface structure from the computed optic flow

image, and a technique for the motion based image

segmentation using both the computed optic flow image and

the optic flow time derivative image. Determining the optic

flow with the facet technique is not complete enough because
-

it cannot determine the optic flow vector for pixels when

the estimated underlying surface has large fitting error or

small curvature.

To recover 3D motion parameters from the optic flow, we

developed two techniques, one based on the least square

problem and the other based on the linear scheme. The first

one iteratively determines motion parameters and relative

depth, simultaneously, of an object in general motion. If

the object translates or rotates, then the technique does

not need the iteration. The other one first determines

motion parameters and then computes relative depths. The

technique also estimates the error of computed motion

parameters and relative depth when optic flows are perturbed

243
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with small random noise. To segment an image based on

different motions of separated objects, we use the Hough

technique for the equation derived from the optic flow and

its time derivative. The equation is a second order

polynomial equation in the three rotational components. The

solution of this equation may be erroneous when the

quantization error is significant in the Hough space.

In the limited experimental studies of the techniques

discussed, we observe that the techniques can be used in a

vision system understanding images. Further experimental

studies should be carried out for the real application of

the techniques.
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